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CHANGE OF HOMES




• May Now Only Awaiting
gal Advice to NameSucce‘sors
to Gentlemen.
Y LOOSES TWO • .
CAPABLE OFFICERS.
By virtue of their moving outside
municipal limits for this city
esident Ed P. Noble and. Secretary
aunders Fowler, of the board of
Public works, willt doubtless have to
.tender their resignation as members
of that body, because a person to be
a public official of this place or any
other place has to be a bona fide resi-
dent of the city. Mayor Yeise
terday stated that hc did not thir
there was any doubt but what both
gentlemen were disqualified from
farther service when they „Sett* up
ter residence -outside the corpora-
tion and that he would select goo
and competent n-en as (their succes-
sors. '
'Me-corporate Jim-its-4A is
the -line dividing municipality from
the county.. To be a public office-
der of Paducah one has to be a
sident of the city. Of course 
7ea1t-dits- 1111*-141hartir Yeiser, have
town home .and a cortry home.
pending the summer ,at the latter
oe in Arcadia, but the mayor has
tways claimed the North Fourth,
eeet pace as his permanent resi-
nee and votes at the precinct in-
iding that street number, even if
the time of the election happens
ave his family at their suburban
idence in Arcadia. -
With Messrs. Noble and Fowler it
ent. Both havebuilt themselves
idences just thist side of Arcadia.
the county, the homesbeingbeyond
corporate limits of the city. Mr.
owler has already moved out to his
w home, while Mr. Noble is await-
g completion of his, when he moves
tereto from The Palmer. where he
ttd wife make their abode at pres-
t. Both gentkmen will reside in
eir new homes the year round. the 
aces not being summer homes; but
-
zrmanent residences.
Wheel spoken toon the subject yes-
rday Mayor Veneer said that their
moval disqualified them, hut that
e proposition had gone the way all
tters do; bbeen referred to the city
dicitor for the latter to look up the
w and make a written report on
e matter Crom a legal standpoint.
he chapter governing this city states
at any person elected to an office
the tieople shall-not only be an
ector of the place. but "continue
side in the city. otherwise they a
squalitied." The hoard qf public
rks is only an appointive bo.l.y.
n.by the mayor and not elected
the people, bitt as .hose named
the paople at the polls arc always
perior to those named by the mayor
public boards. it is hut natural 'to
mune that the appointive. or less
portant officials, would be more
steptible to the provisions than
osi :designated by the people at
rge.
President Noble said .a that he had
ad over the charter and thought it
quired he, and Nth-. Fowler to re-
m as their ,bornes between town
d Aracdia were their permanent
iidencee, therefore they were not
ctors of the place. neither did they
ntinue to reside here.
akor Yeiser is looking over the
Id far g'ooel men to take their
ices, but has axl,et made tin selec-
0. City Solicitor Campbell has
ne over the layr upon the elves-
n and will condense his report to
thing on returning from Louisville
d hand it iostg,,the board at their
xt session. •
Afr. Fowler takes a different view
the matter. Although rhile re-
iitg permanently 'outside gof town,
claims he4lainiaitis 'his home in-
e the ciiy$ it' the residence of his
ther on Broadway betheen-
eventli and Ninth streets.
'When they Wend in their resigna
tons the 'board will have to under-
o a re-organtration by election of
cr presielArt and secretary. Thes
bird nwinher of the body ,is*". Me.
ohn G. Rincliffe, the wbol.e.sale
iquor dealer of North Fourth, who
esiidee on Smith Pourthaitreci.
The board members are 'eelected
or a' Period of toyears, and have
een in oflare something tika.eighteen
9t,lts noes._ Whoever is ch.lsew
tet 1.'s: obit and Frie•ler
-r
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nwill probably go in for the o-expired
portion of their tenure, which is .six
months yet. Both the members have
made most excellent officials ;mid it
was hoped they coaled iemain in the,
body, but the laws and 'charter pro-
visions will not permit of such while
they reside outside of town.
FINGER NIPPED
MR. JESSE MOSS GOT SAME
CAUGHT IN SOME MA-
CHINERY.
Mr. Geilrge Finley Reports His Son
Edward Is Doing Alright—Other
Ailing People.
Mr. Jesse Was Yesterday got the
finger 'against one .of., the machines
at the basket factory in Mlechanics-
biug and care near cutting it off. It
was dressed' by Dr. Troutman. 'Mr.
Moss is one of the foremen of the
plant.
Mitch Bettfr.
Dr. Dick Walker is improving at
e'railroad hospital from the severe
ttack of %bilious fever, that has kept
him confined for the past week.'
Caldwell Will Live.
The doctors 'report that Bud Cald-
well, colored, will now live. he hav-
ing .palled through the crucial stage
ei( his .4ihrient. He is the negro 
sibliie wife before Christmas pointed
a revolver at him in fun and it went
off: The bullet went all the way
through, but Caldwelb, is N.ecovering.
When he is well enough to attend
court there will be brought up the
%arrant against his wife charging her
with the shooting. It has to be. ofli-
ciaily investigated before the °tracers
accept the accidental. theory, ".
LICENSE LAW
ABOUT SFVENTY-FIVE CHANG-
ES MADE IN IT BY THE
COMMITTEE.
Bill Preeldes That the Mayor Shall
Revoke the License of AU Law
Violators.
Last night at the joint gathering of
the council and aldermen as. a com-
mittee of the whole, those boards fin-
ished going over the ordinance which
prescribes the license that shall be
Paid Vine year by every ,profeeision
and business in Festivals. In the Gill
there are enumerated jitet 173 differ-
ent kinds of business„..ohat have to
Pay :icenses, and of ihis number
changes were made Mn about half, as
compared with last year. Of the al-
teratinise made sonic licenees were
lowered, while the, major portion of
ahem Were increased.
After the two bodies as a conunit-
tee of the whole finished making the
alterations they desired, May•or Y•ei-
ser Chen called the council into 'epee-
ial 'aesision by itself and that board
gave fii'st adoption to the bill, then
suspended the rules and gave' the fin-
al Dosage. This being all they were
• -----
Doing Alright.
Mk George Finley, of Calvert City,
was here yesterday and said his son
E. was getting along alright. The
latter is the former clerk for Henry
Kamleiter's grocery on South Third
etreet. and while hunting Christmis
near Calvert City his gun went off
and tore away his hand that was am-




Patrolman James Clark continues
gelling better at his home on Clem-
ents street in Mechinicsburg.
Mr:-Pit Atkinson continues to re-
cover-4(pp his attack/of pneumonia.
IRON FURNACE
THE SUPERVISORS WILL PROB
• ABLY MAKE IT PAY
, TAXES
as Lain Idle Ever Since Built, Ex-
cept for Four Months, but Never
Paid a Dollar Taxes
It is probable that something may
be done this year towards ceimpefling
the owners of the old- iroo. furnace
property on South Third street to pay
taxes upon the plant, which has never
paid a tent of 'taxes, either to the
cite or county. lorsg as anyone can
remember. One member .of the
board of county siipervissers yest erday-
said that 'he intended urging hi i body
to assess the Plant at its true value
and ehen compel the owneri to either
pay the taxes or the plant Will be put
and sold for ,the taxes: due. •
The plain wa-4- ---huilt here many
years. ago and his ne-ve -rreid,--.12.xcs
either to the city, county or state.
Citizens donated ground and money
to help push the plant along, but it
was not. until about five years ago
that afire was ever built in the furn-
ace% and` then the-outfit did riot run
hit a few months when it went uerder
and bad to botwild. It hos now been
in the comfit many titnee and has
been the iource of much litigation.
It probably has been favored more
than any institution in the -world as
regards paying public taxes, as not a'
&Int ever floated into the city treas-
trey. Now the •stiperviaors Of both
the city and county intend 'seeing
about Assessing the, property and
make the owners payejust like all
other citizens.
'President • Roosevelt and wife
Thursday evening held a levee at the
white" house in honor of the iplo-
m'a-tic crops and 2.000 people attended.
Japan will soon
The chanaea are
full consent of' the







two adoptions to the ordinance., thee;
journed and the aldermen then gave
by making it 'effective-. Now thiF
bill which then prevails,'end all peo•
pie of the town will have to any the
licenses named. •
In drawing up the,--eew bill the
bnerde make a change regarding the
power of the mayor to revoke the li-
cuter of anybody_ The. 'new ordi-
nance prescribes that if 'affidavit is
made to the mayor that anyone is
at of' the city laws, that
the mayor shall then issue notice to
the accnsed party to appear before
him inside of twenty-four hours and
show cause why 'he violated the mu-
nicipal laws. If the exeu.sc notele
good one, the ordinance says .the
mayor "shall revoloe* the license*"
An-other prouision says that if anyone
i4 fined in the police court for violat-
ing the laws, saloons or anyone, the
mayor "shall" revoke the license.
The old ordinance stipulated that
the mayor "may" take the license
away. hut this new one rigidly stip•
inates that 'she !Shall."
TARIFF _WAR NOT_  EXPECTED
Germany Would Hive More to Lost
Than United States in Fight.
Jate .5—Germany has not
yet decided definitely to declare a
tariff war on the United State.- on
March t The foreign office is sena-
inizing the "concessions" which the
United States has offered in the form
cf more lenient custom house prac-
tices, and is endeavoring to learn how
far Germany can go in extending re-
ciprocal advantages.
The request of the, United States
that these advantages embrace the
full "favored nation" privileges en-
joyed by the seven countries which
have entered into treaties with the,
Fatherland -strikes the kaiser's offic-
ials as a pioce of delic ion% Yankee
humor: • Hbwever, the government
and its industrial supporters are not
disinclined to give America full "fa-
vored nation" rights, tnit the agrarian
leaders, of the Reicluttag would never
sanction(' inlets an arrangement, al-
though it has just been made with
Britain for another period of two
ye am.
The kaisees gover' nment is fully
aware that President Roosevelt foInd
Secretary Root are unable to move
tin' senate in this matter or to go be-
yond the so-called ennocestions which
have been offered. It realizes, too,
that if the two countries sfhould en-
gage ini.a tariff war the United States
would stand the punishment immeas-
airahly better than the Fattrertand.
The prediction is, therefore, not un-
wireramed that Germany will conclude
to throw up the sponge within the
next 'ninety days and decide that the
best arrangement it can make is pre- I Vesterday Morning in the police
ferahle to- war.' ceitirt John Mix was fined,-.,$o and
sett to jail for twenty days for car-
rying concealed weapons.. He was
found with the gun on him. at Jim
Sherrill's saloon, on North Fourth
street, and at the time was flourish-
ing it pretty promiscuously, running
all out of the grolgehops. on. that street
Billy Ferner and Kra. ' Swaerrey
were, fined $t and costs for being
drunk.
There was• continued until next
'Monday the vitae charging J. T. Nor-
fleet wit% forgery.
EMBEZZLEMENT
CHARGED AGAINST A RESI-
DENT OF GRAVES
COUNTY.
A Caper Which Looks Like It Is
Gotirl for a Terrp in the
Pen.
•
Yesterday afternoon Dick Kellough
was arrested here, near Second and
Jefferson streets, by Detective T. J.
Moore, and taken to Mayfield on the
6:to o'clock train and locked up on
the charge of 'embezzling $573 from
his partner, J. W. Pee. His exam-
'Ming trial comes up today there,
Sleuth Moore returned this morning
at 1:40 /O'CIOCk.
Kellongh & Pee had been doing
scone trading and buying/ together,
they.: nvir Lowes Cross roads,
iii Graves county.. They 'had over
gi,000 in the bank together, half be-
le ngipg y each. Kellough went ahead
.and checked out all of his and then
$575 belonging to Pee. He promised
to pay his partner, and said 'he was
going to sell Ms farm today to his
''brother. Dr. Swayne Kellough. of
th.• Cri,ss Roads. Pee yesterday
learned. that Keough sold the place
the day before to his brother for $1,-
oco ea. a. he owed ellis brottser two.
After gelling his stock and other
goodi• Keough then came -here yes-
rrant; eibargirsg. this; with- em-
end P e went tc!... .Nhayfinoklearied
beam ' the $573. Marshal Charles
\t of that place', telephoned to
Chirii Bins; whO detailed Detective
M9 to locate KeHough, who had
conic- re. The sleuth did the work
*!* d.
il(Pougli did. not, deny checking out
his partner's motley, but' claimed he
did mot have any of the coin he got
for hie farm. lie contended ht had
turn e)d this over to his nephew. Earl
Sellars, who came here with bim.
)(enough brougiit a calf here with
hiso to ship to his sister-in-law in
Tennessee, and the officers believe 'he
was going also, and cend his horse
and buggy back - to Lowe s Cross
Toads by the boy.
Cannot Find Husband.
The Mayfield pap% s aCiounce that
Mrs nary y, hiS returnen
thereltillilter making a Nor through pnv
West Kentu6 s looking for her
husband, P. H. Johnson, thn sewing
machine mender. but 4hat she 141e-4 
to Locate him. She no* says she be-
lieve; he has been foully dea't with
and offers a reward for anything
leading to definite information
)(Alison disappeared November zit
The steamer Frank, a small craft
which Tan in, the Mississippi to canry
a theatrical company from. one town
te another, sank at O'Brien, near
Cairo, Tuesday in the storm. Seven-
teen people were on board but all es,
t aped. • 
WATER PLANTS,
INDIANA MAKES FIRE PRO-
TECTION GREAT DEAL
CHEAPER,
Statistics Show That in Cities Own-
ing Plants Cost Per Fire Hydrant
Is Only $32.25,
, VOL 22, Mi.. 212
INGLESIDE LODGE
NOBLE GRAND CONNER LAST
NIGHT NAMED APPOINT-
IVE OFFICERS,
I 1 • ,
• •
:Teel Inn Beavers Both Elected
%-..onceatei Last Evening at
Respective Sessions.
Last evening Ingleside lodge Of
Odd Fellows, at their meeting in the
Fraternity 'building, installed their
newly elected officers, the latter being
nan3ed by Noble Grand Robert L.
Conner. Those elected at the last
meeting were Robert I... Conner, no-
ble grand; Harland Wallace, vice
grand; Peter J. Beebe retary
and Charles E. Jon ream:tor.
These were inducted o office, as
were the ,ppointive one,. named by
the nol)le grand, as follows: A. C.
Meyer, right support to noble grand;
Vernon Blythe, left support to nob'.
grand., Virgil E. Thennsono—ward-
F. M. Grimmer, conductor; A'ent
D. Paschal, chaplain; G. T. • ney,
Iright seen eupporter; Otts IMMierr,
it ft seen etippcsrter; V. G. erry, out
side guardian; J. T. If hens, in-
side guard'aii; W.. H. 'oorer• right
support to vice grand' J. 'I' Easley.
left support to vice remit!. Last night
the new finance co mines was elect-
ed by the kxfge, • being C. B. Hat-
field, A. C. l,Øer and J. T. Ittuct-
ens.
The inst ation ceremonies wcr.*
presided er by Mr. 3. M. Cockrell,
the dist ct deputy to the grand mas-
ter.
Mentally Deranged.
Early yesterday niornin John
Gabriel, a as-year-old Ger an shar-
nessmaker, e as arrested y Driver
John Austin, of the patrol wagon, at
the Kettjer house fltitir Third,
and locked up, On 4 unt ot his relen-
t-at derangement. has Seen in the
assd'unis often be , and came here
one month sine from St. LOu
J 
Rrailt ROOF.
Contractor Dick Davis Will Start
XThis Right Away.
-
Ce/tractor Dick Davis yesterdaystao 
d that only 'about .forty squares
of slate were broken upon the roof
sof the new market house, but that he
.iiid immediatey commence re-
paring flee place and 'make the roof
so it 'will not leak. He will charge
the city up will all the slate _:_that
proves -to have been broken through
4o fault of the (-mitt-actor, while as
ti the, other Mr. f)avis stands for
Cs himself, he having but the roof
nn the 'building.
• The roof leaks very bad, water,
coming in at many points along same,
but it will take only a dey or -tWo
to repair it folly.
Richmond, Ind., Jan. 5.--On, an
average, cities ts Indina that have
private water Mnts are paying over
four times somuch for fire protection
as are cities that own their own
waterworks plants. This situation is
shown in a report of State Statistician
Stubbs, in which municipal problems
are shown in statistical form.
There are eight-four cities in In-
diana. Of this number, 49 have muni-
cipal plains, 33 have private plants
and 2 have none. Out of the forty-
nine towns that have municipal
plants, seven must be left out of the
reckoning because in the statistical
returns given their heating and light-
ing •fileeiree_are also_ '
Tore must be excluded b-cause the
rumba- of hydrants is not given, and,
manifestly, none of these sixteen can
be counted on in trying to ascertein
the cost per plants andethose that
have municipal plants.
Of the thirty-three left that have
municipal plants, the total cost of
maintenance last year was 146,415.78/
The total receipts from private con-
sumers were ;57,5:31. The cost of
operating, therefore, exceeded t e re-
ceipts. $71,867.4y. But in thes
n o tmhuinvie-opal plant cities, the city
for lias 1:sth 
hydrant 
re protection
to pay out so - much
that have private to
fore, the cost of hydr nts in alb these
!










John Mix Got $50 .and Twenty Ellys
in Jail.
PILL BOX NUMBERER.
Mr. George Crumbaugh, Jr.. Patented
One at St. Louis,
-- -
Mr.-George Crumbaugh. Jr.. son of
- Canta4n George Crumbaughe' o[sthe
boat store, has invented a.pillitisox
laheller that numbers' thousands „ of
pill bcixes an hour. .He is ,shief eke-
-trician for the Paris Meeheine come
pany.ni St. Louis, and has applied for
a .'patent to 'Washington authoritie.
for 'his invention. He wae here





The Chicago board of trade is ask-
ing for a reeeiver for the Odell Com-












Mr. Jacob Friedman and Wife Enter,-
tamed Complimentary to Wed-
gni Anniversary.
Last elining Misses Minnie Swit-
zer anti tibrije Johnson infertained
large cro4Ne of friends 7eitai a most
derightfal dance at the hbme of the
former's brother, Mr. Julian Switzer,
of Bronson evenue. Many were there
and a moste enjoyable time had until
late hour,
'Marriage Anniversary.
Last evening a good-sized party
of griends were royally entertained,
by 'Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Friedman, of
1535 Trimble street. at theilhospit-
able home. The occasion was erne-
plimedtary to the second anniversary
of the marriage of that popular
couple, and they. tendered those veto
ear a handsome affair.
Brilliant Function.
One of the most handsome and
gorgeous functions of the season was
the bal mauve Rived last evening at
The Palmer 14 Me. and Mrs. Wil-
liam I fleshes. of .Wet Jeffereeti
street, complimentary to their guests.
Mesdames. James 'Williams and
Install Encampment.
.r. Peter Bechenbtreh, of this city,
tended going to Fulton next Wed-
neSday evening and installing the new
encampment for that pace, but the
brethren there wrote him the lodge
not be. gotten that night,
nother evening would have
n. Mr. flec'henbach is
the deputy for this district, to the
static officials and left 'it to the' Fin- '
ton members to 'elect the date and'
then notify him, when he will go and,
start off the new lodge. •
Beavers Tlected.
Last evening at the meeting oi the
lodge of Beavers in the Ellks' hall on
rant per year. North Fourth street„ there isl held
rt ' lure .cities jhat st,..e the election of '''‘ ificere 's. re lea-
n wo are , -t i .4reur &re/tribe ensuing yiAil
icon tiaailications in the gres! were the r..id officials e're-elected, they
irty-one remaining paid $338, being: Dr. C. E. Whitiesidest_presi-
fen hire protection
're. were 6936 hydrants, so that
co,- per hydrant per year was
22.
The total amount of money spent




an O. 'Burnett, vice president;
B. C. boeblin, past preltdent; Guy
Joneta secretary; R. R. Kirkland,
treasurer; A. W. Grief, chanlein: J.
H. litcRersolds; guidt, L. L. Vail,
invade guard; Harry'T johdgon, ()ta-
a a making the amonntride guard; W. C. McFadden, pho-
int each inhabitant 45 cents per year. tcgrapher; W. 1-1: Willett, musician;
, St,131.io6.28,
. E.L. D. 'roof, pre- * reporter; far.
Robert Sots,. medical -.xami
L. Malone. electriCiati; „Lel D.
Iseld, trustee for one year, James NI
tang, trustee kir two years and Hen-
r'- J. Aft112,0 trustee rot three years.
The Heave', have never yet select
'en their lodge 'room, but instruct I
'the trustees I•ast night to look arrow'
and at the 'session neat Friday es •
ing at the 'Elks' hell, recommend som •
aSsembly place as a room for the'l
gatherings to be held its.
The lodge cards, showing 'that th•
Metwbet'41;hav all pa id their dues.
serve as identification cards also, as•
upon each is a photograph of the
-affiliate to Whom it belongs.
Red Men Elected. I
Last evening' at their mentitatii
their hall on North Foileth.atreet the
Red men's lodge elected officors.wthes
are to serve for the enst,ting six
months,Vsith the exception of secre-
tary and treasurer. who iservehfor one
year. The newly elected officials will
he installed next Friday evening at
v,.hich time the peat sachem will
name his appointive officers. Those
etected lest night were as follows,
Eugene Graeae, sachem; David Cross,
propliet; Clarence Hottseholder, sen-
i% eagansete; Robert B. Riehardson,
jinsior svaitiore: Charles F. Wilsitach
chief 'of recosds; A. J. Smith, keeper
of' wampum: William E. Buck, collec-
tor of .wampum; Al M. Foreman, trus
tee for eight neonate; Dr. W. J. Bas.s
medicine man; George 0. Ingram.
rejirementative to the Great Counril
of Kentucky which meets in June at
Frankfort.
The new flooring for the lodge
room is about fin'ishe'd,it being dam-
aged by- ,the fire several vreckn
ago'. The paintings upon the well
.Robert -Garrett anti Mies St-lane will have to be ne over again,
while the lodge pa • phernalia will he
sent back to Lilly at Columbus, O.;
and thatwhich cannot be put in Roost
condition will be replaced with new
piece,. It got all smoke - :Iodinated •
and tilled with water during the lire.
The meeting last night was one as,
the most enthusiastic and Interest
ever held by the order, a. nearly,
Int mbers we there.
Smith, all of Princeton.
Many gorgeous and attractire. cos-
tume. were Worn,-the grand march
starting at go o'clock. An hour later
the guests unmasked and an-informal
nerepfigin was beiti, during which time
11- honored visitors were presented..
At .1.1 ..clyric the german was etateit•










v. W. E, Cave Preparing to Build
Another Handsome Residence-
World of Commerce.
Mr. William Lydon,. deputy sheriff
for four years past, under former
sheriff Lee Potter, has entered the
tombstone business, buying an inter-
est in the marble .yard of Capt. J. E,
Williamson, of North Third between
Broadway and Jefferson .streets. The
firm will be known as Williamson &
Co. -The deal was closed yesterday
morning.
Mr. Lydon ls one of the most ex-
perienced marble and stone man in
this section of the country, having
been connected with the business for
twenty years past, and worked
through the different departments of
the business, up to the top ruhg. Ile
is a progressive and musually ener-
getic man and the firm acquires a
valued associate in his connection.
He was ected with this concern
for year the first of 1902 when
he becan fly ender the
going sheri who went out of office
the 'first of this week.
New Residence.
Rev. WoE. Cave yesterday morn-
ing awarded to .Contractor Gus Lock-
wo the contract for another hand-
sojce brick residence that will be
ected upon the vacant plot of
ground existing in the row of ele-
gant places the divine erected on
Madison between Eighth and Ninth
streets. The new building will be
brick, two storiele in heighth and cost
about $2,600. The ground for the
in and everything pushed forward
as long as the weather will permit.
Building Houses.
Contractor C. H. Chamblin has re-
turned to -tai- etre-after- 2---seveval-
- montlis absence in Cairo and Charles-
ton, Mo. constructing several large
and sebstantial structures there. He
has big contracts at each place and
has not yet finished the work, but
SUFFERED AGONIES the-ChurchesFUR fouR
"
Second Baptist Chach.
There's Rest for the Weary" will
bee-the subject tomorrow morning of
Rev. E. al . Cunningham at the Sec-
ond 'Baptist Noreen while at the even
ing hour he preaches on "Thy Feet
Shall Slide ill Due Timv."- -
Tenth Street Christian.
Tomorrow morning at the Tenth
Street Christian church, a special ser-
vice will be 'held and every member is
urg el to be in attendance. At the
evening hour Rev, D. W. Bass will
preach-en "The Fear est God."
Whole Foot Nothing But Proud Flesh
— Tried Different Physicians and
All Kinds of Ointments— Could




"In the :year 1899 the side of my
right foot seas cut off from the little
toe down to the heel, and the physiciaa
who had charged' asa
was trying to sew up
the side of my foot,
but with no success.
When he found out
that wouldn't work,
he began trying to
.heal the wound with
all lands of ointment,
tint il at last my whole
foot and way up
above rry calf was
nothing but proud
flesh. I suffered un-
told agonies for four years, sad tried
different physicians and all kinds of oint-
ments. I could walk only with crutches.
It is sixteen months ago since I began
wing Cuticura Soap and Ointment for
say limb and foot. The first two
months the Cut icura Remedies did not
seem to work, but I kept on using them
both. In two weeks afterwards I saw a
change in my limb. Then I be!:' n using
Cut icura Soap and Ointment c:.en dur-
ing the day and kept it up for seven
months, when my limb was healed up
just the same as if I never had trouble.
'It is eight months now since I
'stopped using Coticura Remedies, the
best on God's earth. I am working
at the present day, after five years
of suffering. The cost of Cuticura
Ointment and Soap was only $6;
but the doctors' bills were more like
$600. You can publish toy name and
refer any one to write to me about
Cut icura Remedies. I will answer all
letters if postage is enclosed. John M.
Lloyd, 718 S. Arch Ave., Alliance, Ohio,
June 27, 1905." .
a=piromfaluessi sal karma Tweisiest to eway
=aa, lhoratuts, twen Walley le Age,
Geolinies Ma,
• Cd OP& por
wait cum
BURY TODAY.
came back to be present. and •ake Remains of Mr. Mack Logue to
his seat in the alaermanic board I Consigned to, the Grave.
Thursday night when the new incom-
' hag body came into existence. 1. This afternoon at 2:30 o'clock . the
funeral services over. the remains of
Preparing to Move, the late Mr. leila,ck,Logue will take
• Hon. John K. Hendrick expects to place at his residence, on Sixth and
commence- moving his family from Trimble 'streets. The interment will
Smithland to this city sometime next be at e(aak Grove cemete.y.
week, or the - week following at
the outside, that is if the occupant
of the home he bought here moves
out right away, He purthaseeer the
Vexes en homestead on Broadway be-
tiveen Seventh and Ninth streets
several weeks ago. ,
Handsome Ann. •
Yesterday. the handsome sign for
-.'"Ylie.keeittcah Light &uTraction co-
.pany" wieeegieteup over the front of
. the building at 406 Broadway. where
the cornpany is now preparing to
move its :offices from South Fourth
T.he sign is an electric one,
the words being spelled with electric
globes lighted. it is a very land-
some affair and came here from
-Chicago. The company expects to






The business of the Mergenthaler-
Lorton Basket factory in Mechanics-
tug continues growing rapidly, and
..uere extra forces are heing put on
4 -t et - Manager Meyers, who in another
el oltinin of this issue is advertising
I a fifty more girls to - help in the
ork. He is tutning out many •hou-
-ands of baskets hourly at the plant.____A.....
•
' dENEZUELA MUST steamboat that was sold through the
01 RECOGNIZE TAIGNY
ck. 
<eon to satisfy the (ref-litters. When
•
Yesterday morning at q
Coroner Frank•Faiker held an
over the remains, this being necessary
On account ot the deceased having
expired witholt the attendance of a
physician. The inquest returned a
verdict that Mk. Logue came to his
lecauespeeplexy instead of heart 
trouble.
Germen Lutheran.
Tomorrow morning at lo:30 o'clock
Rev. Ilten, of the German, Lutheran
church on South, Fourth street, will
preach in the German language. To-
morrow afternoon at ro3o o'clock nn




"This 'Year Also" will be toinorrove
morning'e topic at the First Presbyter
ian church by Rev. W. E. Cave. At




Tomorrow' morning German eery-
ices will le held at the -Evangelical
thurch on 'South Fifth street. "A Bet
ter -Knowledge of God and His
Way" wil be preached on ht the eve-
ning hour in the Englisth lariguage by
Rev. William Boutauoin. The offic-
ial board of this congregation will
shortly have a meeting for the pur-
pose of selecting its president to take
the place nude vacant by the recent,
death of Mr. George Rock, who oc-
cupied that place airing life.
DISPUTED MONEY
NEXT THURSDAY THE TIME
EXPIRES FOR APPEAL TO
• tiE TAKEN
Lawyer Joseph Grogan Allowed $50
Fee Out of the Henry %Grace




anFirst Consideration Now With
or, France-Chief Gives Him a
Promotion.
Parise Jan. 5.--The Foreign Office,Ie
says the Venezuelan question has tic federal circuit court at Cincinnati.
4. undergone no material change. Theme being no one coming forward
Fiance continues to rely on he un- tto appeal, the money will now he die
derstanding with the United States I tributed after next Thursday. It con
whereby efforts are proceeding to ad- eiste of about $7,000.
just the controversy.
In the meantina the government Lawyerai Fee.
has given a distina mark of cot Yesterday Referee Bagby in ."-the
-elence" in M. Taigny, promoting hi?" ,banleruptcy coirrt allowed . Attorney
from the rank of second secretary to .Joseph Grogan a $5o lawyer's fee in
first secretary of legation. the Henry B. Grace bankruptcy pso-
The officials here recognize the an- °ceding. • 'The 2attorney represented
noyance to which MI Taigny has been reditors who forced Grace into bank
stibjected, and they. say that under ruptcy. Mr. Grogan claimed $too
oeainary conditions he would be for his -services, but tilee conrt allow-
withdrawn as a measure of protest. eel only half that amount. .
T‘varts for Kenton.
Ilhis morning at 1:4o o'clock Rev.
Vs'. H. Pinkerton left for kenteme
Ohio, where tomorrow he starts la sQ-
viral meeting that will be continued
for the next: three weeks. From Ken
ton he goes to Hiram, Ohio,. to dc'
--o-sorieeesefoeeetneemeobeiner--the
theological etudente attending the col
legiate institution there. From that
place he 'comes back here for a visit
tr his family and then returns te
Ohio to continue his evangelistic
work. He carrifs the best wisibes
the etdire cornmhirity with him. We
little girl ihas now recovered from
her attack of scarlet fever.
:
Grace Episcopal.
Tontorrove morning and afternoon
the services of Grace Episcopal
chorch will be conducted at the usual
hour.
North Twelfth Mission
'Sunday school services will be held
tomorrow Afternoon at 3-•,'el.41 at
the North TwelfUlt Street Baptist
c r h mission.
First Christiati-C'hirehT
Tomorrow at the First Ofisisteasi
church the regular Sunday sohool Ana




Easy Way 'to Make Money.
'Wife-4 have made,j50 this after-
noon.
leusbane-Phew!
"You paid only $1.06" tel fthat old
piano, didn't you?" '
"Yes."
"Well, I have sold it for $160."
"Gracious me! What are you Ring
to do with the money?"
"There isn't any money."
"Eli?"
-"I sold it to a dealer. He gives me
a new piano for $200 and allows me
1160 for the old Ane. If you'd stay
at home and let me go to your °Moe
and attend to your business you'd
soon be rich. Just think! Fifty dot
htrs a day is something over $15,000
a year."-Stray Stories.
WANTED TO KNOW.
She-I don't understand th wireless
telegraphy.
He--It is very easy. They just send
messages through the air, Instead of wee
the wires. • •
She-I know: but hoe do they ittacb
the air to the poles ?-431hicago Journal-
Un0Ondeelltad.
Said the pheasant to 'he rabbits,
-I'm amazed at your bad habits,
Don't you k1207/ eery rude to Mt and
stare!**
And the look the haughty pheasant
Turned on them was far from pleasant.
But neither of the rabbits turned a hare
Ramsey Society. e
There will be a called meeting of
the Ramsey society af S o'clock this
afternoon at the Broadway ;Methodist
church. The attendance of all mem-
bees is urged.
Broadway Methodist.
--Rev. T. J. Newell, of the Broad-
way Methodist chinch,- will tomorrow
morning preached on "Jehovah in the
Church," while at the morning hour
Next Thur-day there expires the be announces his topic for the 
even-
limit for an appeal tube taken in the in g worship.
City of Chattanooga bankruptcy prowl Next Tuesday evening the first
 guar
ccedings, and then if the litiaation is uterly conference for that cffiurch wi
ll
not carried higher Clerk Jahn R. Fur be .conducted by Presidiog Elder J
year, of the federal eotrit here, will eV. Blacloard. 'This will be the first
commence distributing the money to conference held by that divine since
the Pae.tien holding claims against the being ansegned
 to this district by th•
annual Memphis conference..
•
But the Venezuelan situation le con-
sidered to be so abnormal that M.
Taigny remains at Caracas chiefly to
i glee offioial protection to the large
i French intereets in Venezueta.
rl A reepwal of the recognitiori of M.
. Taigny's official states, by Venezuela
crAtinues to be an indispensable con-
/Mon of the adjustment Of the qtres- Martin are preparing a petition its
lions in dispute betweenFrance and which they will. ask the referee to per
that republic. MI. Wiener, the French mit item to resell the Dr. II. T.
minister to Venezuela, remains in Pesseig .distillery in 14 hanicsburg.
Paris on leave. His reettrn to his post .The property was' sold ny menthe
ight affosd a pose** stelution of the ago to Frank MI. Bin d, but *I
illieulties, -but no , consideration., ,
as never paid for it Ad it is ow to be
eeri yet given to such. a move tn•e sold again:
renca government insie he . •!
aigny incident must
sted before action is
Judge Evans -confirmed 'he epecial
commissioner's report allowing cer-
tain claims and refusing others, the
judge gave twenty days in which the
case could be appealed, if desired, to
Goes to Benton. .
Today .Referee Boghy goes to Ben-
ton to take up the Smith & Atwood
case that is pending there..
Resell Distillery.
Trustee e Coca Reed • and Artnur





morning retuened from Pulasici, Tenn.
whore be spent the Ohrietmas bolt
days. His wife did not return with
him. Tomorrow at the Cumberlael
Presbyterian church he will be in his
pulpit,again, preaching in the morning
and evening, but thee not yet chosen
his topiese The Christian F,endeavor
and Stillany school services will be
conducted at the regular hours,
Trimble Street Methodist.
Rev.. W. W. Armstrong, of the
Trimble Street Methodist church, will
tomorrow morningepreach oft' "Putt
and 'Undefiled Religion," While at•the
evening. hour his theme for discouree
it "According to Thy Faith."
First Baptist.
Tomorrow morning, -afternoon and
evening preaching 'will be conducted
at the First Baptise church.
Janine Bryant, aged 25, of near
Parrs," Ky. who disappeared on the
26th tilt., has been found dead in a
creek near big. home. Ile wes lt
seen intoxicated.
J. H. .Kirkpatrick, of Birmingham.
Ala., was roasted to death by the




in after , The olive 'crop of Greece this yea
estimated at teieixecoo gallons.
t ,
Home Thrust.
Kuicker-Why does a novelist al-
ways dreas his heroine in "some cling.
'tag white stuff"
Mrs. Kt:ticker-Because ia man ex-
pects a woman to stick to one dress
forever.- Why, yes. Henry, I could get
a new one for ISO-N. Y. Sun.
Slightly Confused.
"Poverty," said the cynical philoace
Sr, is no.disgrace. On the eontrary,
it snar-be an honor."
"Yea," -answered Mr. Dustin Star; "I
feel that way about it. But my tastes
are so expensive I can't afford to be
poor."-Waehington Star.
Wanted Only Bar Own.
Mrs. De Fashion-at a children par-
ty-hlarie!
Nurse Girl-Yes. maron.
---Mrs--Do Fashion-We time ferees to
co home. Which of these children ta
wine?-N. Y. Weeley.
Proof Positive.
The adale Idiot-But how can I he
sure that you love nsc?
The Female Ditto-Remember that
t have had many ehonees to marry
handsome men, clever-men Ind !Lac-
citing men-and yet I accepted you!-
Cleveland Loader.
Misunderstood.
"De you ever reset a paper at your
club?" asks the visitor.
"No. Every time I go to the reading
room I find that the papers have beer
grabbed be, the usual bunch of habitues
who sit around that ,roc.i ku. the
lane," -Judge.
A Busy .Wife.
Bacon-My wife is very erratic. One
day she Is bursting into tears and tue
next day she tit bursting into laugh-
ter.
Egbert-Sha really' must be keel
pretty busy bursting.-Yonkers Statee
MUM
The Pout-Cart'
"I fear she won't ct.I.J1 herself It
Heaven."
"Why not?"
"I don't believe you can send
souvenir postal cards from there."-
Pittilleurg Post.
Its Peculiarity.
"How did, you ever come into posses
Mon of suck a etleap-looking umbrella
as that?"
"Why. I got this umbrella in a very pe-
culiar way-! bought 1t."-Judge.
Losing Strength.
"An' how's yer wife, Pat?"
"Sure, she do be awfel sick!"
"Is ut dangerous she is?"
"No, she's too weak t' be dangerous
anny more!"--Cleveland Leader.
Never Too Old.
"Man never grows too old to learn,"
remarked the man who comments on
things.
"Nor to unlearn." replied Senator
BadgereasMilwaukee Sentinel,
leetal Terns.
Grayoe-eWhill broke up your ante
corset meeting?
Gladys-Oh, 'some fool WOrnali 'rug
gested that we present a straight front
otiallona.$1117e.e7Ciktean Bunn
An Example.
Johnny-What is the rule of three






at close of business, Dec.
ft
Loans and Discounts
Stocks and Bond. , 
Furniture and Fixtures., .


















A DIVIDEND OF VA PER CENT WAS DECLARED OUT
OF THE NET EARNINGS OF THE PAST SIX MONTHS
AND CREDITED TO THE STIaCKHOLDERS ENTITLED
TO SAME, PAYABLE, ON DEMAND. •







E.H. PURI( EAR, A. S. DAB
ATTORNEY-XT-LAW. -DENTIST-
Rooms s apd 6 Register Building,










You should throw away those old
style rubbers Any doctor will teU
you they cause most of the trouble
He will tell you to get a pair of
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
because they keep the feet cool-
never chafe or "draw' -ate light
er
and more comfortable, while they
protect. 
Come in and see how they look on
ycur shoes-they will fit any shape
shoe.
W have a full line of any kind of
rubbers you could want, from a toe
tip to a buckle Arctic.
We have a good assortment of
rubber and felt .bootro also damp
proof shoes and high cut boots Call
early and get your correct size
40 NU MEN





Both American and Foreign-.
assortments which include the
newest and daintiest perfumes
as well as the old favorite











Not a drink, but a sem. solvable pre
ant-fan-1 Tespe------eliiVreatzeiterd-fon-
and colds accompanied by fever a,
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable
50e and $1. Bottle
BACON'S
DRUG STORRS.
7,, Jackson Sts. p
hone





SECOND YEAR IN BUSINESS I
PADUCAH.




Solid Gold Link Cuff Buttons.
Solid Gold Brooch Pins, Diem
set
Solid Gold Lockets.
Solid Gold Crosses and N
Chains
Sterling Silver Spoons
Sterling Silver Toilet Sets,
Sterling Silver Novelties.
Finest line of Cut Glass.
Sterling Silver Bon Bon Dishes.
Solid Gold' Spectacles and
Glasses, properly fitted.
J A. KONETZKA, Optician
at years' experience. 311 Balmy
Paducah, Re,
A large line cf Emale emblems
On Friday, December tit the
lowing changes in time of Southe
railway, trainswill become effectil
No. 1, now leaving Lonisifille
7:40 a. tn., will depart at 8 a in.
No. 9, now leaving Louisville
3:5o p, m., will depart at 3:35 le
No. 23, now leavine' Louisville
7:25 p. in., will depart at 7:15 p.
No. .a4, now leaving Lexington
6 ea in,, will depart at 5:40 p. tn.
'Nlo. oe, 'now leaving Lexington
'5:30 p. 171., Will &pert at 5 p. m.
Corresponding changes will
Made at Local seapona and pasi
geiiilitiorrift--1 --Ofelitiosaffl
sltosdd consult ticlset agents ft* ci
II
in
Li trunks, Schwab's price f;om $2 so to $9 oo, sale pike
from    $1.12 to $4.98Tis sk to see the Club Bags and Suit Cases
munnunstrast===itsm===
$1.00






THE GREAT SACRIFICE 
SALE
of the Bankrupt Clothing Stock
 0104 
•6 CD P'
M. SCHWAB, 216 Broadway
Is still going on. Don't miss this opportunity to "Make One Dollar do the Work of Three."
Don't forget, the Number is
216 Broadway, Paducah, Kyn, Schwab's Old Stand
This stock was sold under the hammer by order of the United States Court to satisfy the claims ofCreditors, bought at a Bargain .and sold at a Sacrifice. The Pufilic is the Beneficiary of this Es-tate. We quote avfew Prices only to convince you that we mean just, what we say tome to OurStore and you will find hundreds of others equally gratifying. HOW DOES THIS STRIKE YOU?
A15 I $3.
AND THIS S[ASON'S WADS
Finely tailored and handsomely finished, and that is not all: Read these prices onOvercoats, Suits, Pants,Fing Goods, Etc.
....=======eire-4#404,40-4,44U.•••••••••••-400
Overcoat Dept.
Excellent values heavy weights,
3lue and brown. Schwab's price $7.50,
lankrupt sale price $2.48
Men's extra fine Kersey Over.
oats, Schwab's price, $18. Bankrupt
sale price 66.48
Men's extra quality, blue, .black
nd brown, Schwab's price Sto oo
ankrupt sale price $4.98
Fancy Belt Overcoats, newest pat-
erns, finest quality. Schwab's price
$7 so to $22 50, Bankrupt sale
price $3.48 to $9.98
Boys' Overcoats





All these Overcoats are high grade.
t the best manufactures in shill' coun
ty and are worth from two to three
imes the prices quoted
Men's, Boys' and
Children's Pants
Good styles and excellent qualities.
Men's and •Boys' Pants, Schwab's
price $z.o, Bankrupt sale
price . . .. . • 490
Men's and Boys' Corduroy Pants,
Schwab's price St oo to St . Lro,
Bankrupt sale price  49c
Dress Ponta, best ever offered,
Schwab's price. $2 oo to
$6 5o, Bankrupt sale price
76e to $3.19
300 pairs Knee Pants, Schwab's price
25c Bankruizt sale price .. se
500 Pairs Knee Pants, Schwab's price
25c to $x _so, Bankrupt sale
price . . 16 to 74e
Corduroy Knee Pants,







Men's and Boys' Suits, Schwab"*--
Pr f $3 Sa‘. 
Bankrupt sale



















Men's and Boys' Suits in all Colors
and good quality, Schwab's
price $6 oo to Sto.00, Bank-
pt sale price
  $2,98 and $3,98
Men's Suits for business or dress—
best makes, high "grade,
patterrys, Schwab's price $12.50
BilVelipt sale price _15.98
All Finest Suits sold by Schwab for
$15.00 to $22.50, Bankrupt
sale price $6.24 to $11.24
One lot Suits all wool, Schwab's
prices $9 oo to $15 oo, Bank-
rupt sale price $3,98
Men's Black and Blue Granite Veni-
tian and Silk linings, Schwab's
prices $12 50 to $22 so, Bankrupt
sale price $6,98 to $11,24
Extra sizes and stout sizes 44 to
5o, in all colors and grades, Schwab'3
prices from $8 oo. to $$15.00, Bank-
ruptprsaicle
$3.48 to $7.98
Children's 'Jackets and Pants,
Schwab's prices $t 59 to $6.5o
Bankrupt sale price
  49% 
to $3.15
All the suits in this stock are the
very latest creations and we have
them in all cuts, 'Double and Single
Breasted
SWEATERS
Men's Sweaters, Schwab's price from
50c to $3.00, sale price
from ..... 25e to $1,24







5o dozen Shirts, Schwab's
Bankrupt sale price 
50 dozen Shirts, Schwab's





35 dozen Shirts, Schwab's price $1.25,
Bankrupt sale price . ..58e
25 doz Overalls Schwab's p'-;:e 75c,
Blinkrupt sale price .... .344e
15 doz. Overalls, Schwab's price $1•50
Bankrupt sale price 63(
25 doz. Fleece Undershirts and draw-
ers, Schwab's price 50c.
Bankrupt sale price   28e
25 doz. Boys' Drawers, Schwab's
price 4oc, Bankrupt salt
price 1.8e
2C doz. Suspenders, Schwab's price
50c, Bankrupt sale price ..190
so doz. Suspenders, Schwab's price
• $1.00, Bankrupt :ale price 38e
25 dos. fine half Hose, Seinvab's
price roc, Bankrupt sale
price 3e
25 doz, fine half Hose, Schwab's
price 25c, Bankrupt sale
price oe
o doz. Handkerchiefs, Schwab's
price 5c, Bankrupt sale price 2e
35 doz. Handkerchiefs, Schwab's
Schwab's price 15c, Bankrupt
sale price  7 1-20
15 doz. Handkerchiefs, Schwab's
price 25CJ Bankrupt sale
price   12e
doz. Handkerchiefs, Schwab's
price soc, Bankrupt sale
price 24e
Men's and Boys' Gloves at your..
own price
Men's and Boys Collars worth ice'
Bankrupt sale price  le
Men's Hats, Schwab's price ix to $4,
Bankrupt sale price
  24e to $1.98
Stetson Hats while they last $1.98
HANDKERCHIEFS
SILK HANDKERCHIEFS
Schawb's price from soc to Voo, m•-nryt•











The Great Bonafide Sale of M. Schwab Stock. )
Nothing Reserved. Merchants, This is Tour Chance
SALE EVERY DAY -ALL DAY--
- UNTIL STOCK IS SOLD




























st Register Building, 523 Broauway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
:OHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHEItM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-







  . 1.25
.10
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regulraly should report the matter *a
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Saturday Morning, Jan. 6, 1906.
, •
The Sun's Screed.
We did not know until reading 
the
Sun yesterday that it was the 
gen-
eral council of Paducah. That 
paper
'holds the mayor's annual message up
for criticism and says "Give us tim
e"
for the ithprovements recommended%
and,, "We•are prognessive, Mr. May'
- or and will do everything in time.a
All we ask is, don't try to muddy the
waters."
lrPaducalt is-to.be governed along
the iias heretofore expressed 
by the
Stu', than she ptitilit may look for a
le op, n town and no restraint
those who for profit deseorate the
Sabbath and violate all laws. It is
an insult to the members of the gen-
eral council even to as4ume that th,zy
are to receive their instructions from
such a questionab)e source as thz Pa-
duce-A Sun, yet that paper speaks 'of
"We" and "Us."
It boasts of the progresive spirit
of the° former republican council,
'hen the records show that they
rere most liberal with public grants
and favbes to torporations whom we
are told furnished the money to elect
them., One doe of that gang was
trough for the people of Paducah and
every single one of them wa4 defeat
21 etl at the next election.
•e4 the present board went into Office
. 
tinder entirely different conditions.
The people desired a change and the
Pailtscab
v. rought the change, hut if the Sun
gang is to put its bill in ithey will get
.the cold shoulder in the future, but
mud we 'have some evid494 on that
terrre we will not yet class that body
of inep with the Sun gang which at
this. time championing the cause of
one of the most insolvent corpora-
tions that ever, did business in Padu-
cah. Only a few weeks ago the Sun
was full of much si!ly rot about the
council going to- ignore the
election of the subordinate officer..;,
and elect a new set, forcing those
elected 'in December to go into the
courts for there riohts, but it seems
that the new general council haw.more
brains than the Sun and for that verb
reason 'it would be a reflection on
that body foe the 'Sun 'to speak for
it anthoriatively.
In au far as. the, mayor's recorn•
,triendations are concerned, it is' but
5.
fight and proper, that the attention
of the general council be called trin
every needed .improaentent whether
there, be funds for that purpose or
not. Those recommendations-' arc
merely for the tonsideration of the
legislative body, and if they find it
impossible to carry them out, no in-
jury is done. The mayor Itats nothing
tc, do with ahe matter fur' thee than to
suggest and to execute what may be
adopted by the board;. '-.We 'have
said, and still say, too much money
has been paid in-•01*ies, and that re-
trenchments silsould be made, yet we
understood -that the finances of -the
eity are ,in very good Shape. The
city, outside of .its bonded inelebted
mos_ owes about $7,600, of which
amount $3,roli i .f, - additional im-
provements on the hospital and the
balance for the cemetery land and
library lot. With something like $5,-
due from the railroads for 5905
Ares arid othier delOnotenta the ac-
count would be abiosk square.
*''' The trouble with Paducah for tbe
fast 20 years has been that theft RTC
100 many tax-dodger; and Conse-
quently Ati, va.ltattlion
rather the Inlaraiarikro an
pernonalty sre
usrettlefore actiofl ts
Iless are negotiating with the Adria
wsd Cnnard companies for the crea-
tion of a Hungarian line from Flume
to the United States'. If the'negotia-
tions should not prove successful Hun
gary threatens to prevent the trans-




llhe gendarmea are attempting- to
diapease the Roumanian peasant., in
Hungary. Iriteese irritation prevails
at the eni-ployment of the gendarmes




The Traveling Men's Clubs Holds
Gathering This Evening
•Thils eveningo thin Paducah Travel-
ing Men's club will hold a meeting at
the grill room in the Palrifer and quite
a large 'attendance will bd on hand, as
many' ofthe knights of the grip are in
the city. •
Their club roe:ms - above the Corn-
mereial clot) eptarters oo Legal Row
are nearly ready for their occupancy,
arid softie time next—'*t the cotfunit
tee selected to buy fernishings ex-
they should be. • For city .purposes
the valuation F.110111d reach at least
$ t 2,000 ,000 i rtst tad' of $9,000,ocia : This
is an evil that should receive prompt
and vigorous attention. If it doer.,
then the burden of taxation will he
more equal, the tax rate lower and
still * give sufficient revenue to make
improvements' needed to 'make Padu-
cah a city. Get right down at the
root of the evil, give every man a
square deal and require him to act
square in listing 'his possessions. A
strit? enforcement of the law, not
only against Sunday saloons, immoral
re,;orts and' the criminal classes, 'but
against esety man and corporation
who does not obey them is what Pa-
ducah needs.
While the Sun. professes to speak
for the general council, it will not be
long before it may have "reasons" to
change its attitude, for we have been
informed that the corporations of Pa-
dueah will not find the present body
as subservient to their wishes as has
been the case in former years, and
when things come to an issue be-
tween the people and the corporations
we expect to find the Sun where it
has always been.—on the side of the
corporations—a place it sticks 'to,
either for love or money,—we don't
know which.
The Register notes—and with 'much
regret—that notwithstanding many
reform, laws--laws wh.tit aim to im-
prove those among the statutes
which need remedying—have been in-
troduced right at the outset of the
legislature that the election laws have
been completely ignored. Can it be
that the legislature intends to ignore
the laws which, are a disgrace to th•
state and t manufacturer yearly of
more thie the sight of justice
than can -he foetid in the state's. two
prisons? While it - looks that way
The Register hopes looks in another
inqtance deceives it.
Rev. Emil G. Hirsch, of Chicago,.
taking the average rough Of his home
place as a model, no doubt, says:
"Man is muctit tIt lfarnie as he was a
thousand years ago. -The same ele-
mental passions, ambitions and ap-
petites obtain. They are the same
as those of the animals." The Rev.
Emil G. would winee if called a
slanderer and r t—well he, should






GLOBE BANK 86 'TRUST COMPANY
at the dose of business on the
Thirtieth Day of December, 1905
RESOURCES
I.oans and' -discounts 4.• 
Overdrafts, unsecured 
Due from natiOnal banks 
Due from state banks and bankers ..  
llanking4hous,ei tat ,







Other items carried as cash 
Fejetsiture and fixtures 
Current expenses last quarter  5,571.10












Capital stock paid in, in ca‘lt  $150, 00.04.)
Surplus fund . 5,000.00
Undivided profits 3.134•69
1Teposits dubject to check (on which intereat is not
paid) 8149,103 - 24
Deposits subject to check (on Which interest is
paid)  49,046.08
Time certifeates of deposits (on w.hrih interest is
paid) Is t 77,404•69 275,554•01
Due state banks and bankers  14,954.39'
Cachier's check* tcnittanding ' 
2,189.45
*Bills re-discounted 13,399• 13..
Total
SUPPLEMENTARY..
Highest amount of indebtedness of any stockholder, person, com-
pany or firm (including in the liability of the company or firm
she hability 'of the ieulividuai menthe- thereof) directly or int•
directly, if such indebtedn4sa exceeds 20 per mit, of capital -
stock actually paid in, and actual amount of surplus in bank. .None
Highest arnotint of indebtedness of gay director or _officer, if
amount of such indebtedness exceeds to• per tent. of paid up
. ' • 
None.capital stock of bank 
Does amount of indebtedness of anst person, company or firm in-
cluding in the liability of the company or firm the liability. of
the individual members thereof, exceed ao per cent. of paid-up
capital and actual sorplua No
Amount of la t dividend 
State of Kentucky, County of McCracracken, ea:
Ed P. Noble, President of Globe Bank and Trust Co., a bank located
and doing bObinesseat No. ao6 Broadway street in the city of Paducah, in
said 'county, eing 'auly sworn, says the foregoing report is in all respects
a true statement of the condition of the said bank, at the close of busi-
ness on She 3001 day of December. tao5, to the beat of his knowkdge
and befe1; and 'further saya that the business of said bank -hes. bee.n
transacted at the locatioo naaued, and not elsewhere; Snd that tfie above
report is made in compliance With an official notice from the secretary of
state designating the loglac1111114()December, 1905, as the day on which
report be made. ED P. NIQBLE, President.
H. L. MEYER, Director.
G. E. HAWK, Director.
E. B. HARBOUR. Director.
Subscribed and swore to before me by Ed P. Noble, President, the
day of January, 15005.•
Has any one gone from Kentucky
to Colorado to eiose the mouth of the
fellow who a fe,7 days since was de-s •
'taring -he couT who 
bet? There has been no announcs-
mem of :the mar's death, but the has
ceased talking just as if he was a
clam out of his elements.
5th
It is clearly settled that when the
next' state democratic committee is
chosen the kinks will be taken from
the hair and hopes.-of- at least one
false leader. The irons Whi•ch arc to
straighten. his hair and send him to
the back- seat of public oblivion haws
been placed in the tires.
Evidently the Louisville. Herald
hasn't any fear of Jack Chinn 's knife.
It says: "Gcn. Bingham, she new





speaks of the "nine gods of
- Had he known Jack nn he






Notary Public, McCracken Co
My commission expires at the next session of the senate.
%FEW GRUMBLERS
ALL REASONABLE PEOPLE
SATISFIED WITH • NEW
WATER RATES
Eight Out of Every Ten Consumers
Have Received Reduction, While
Others Do Not Kick
The rtisil. is now on it the office of
Superintendent .Muscoe Burnett, of
the water works office, as everybody'
is paying their quarterly water rents
and the office is. unusually active
place at all hours of She day.: e
When asked y_est et-day what expr ess
"ions were being heard from the peo-
ple rewarding the raises and decreases
HOSPITAL BOARD
TWO NEW MEMBERS BY VIRT-
UE OF INCOMING OF-
FICIALS
The Inutitution Is Not Only Self-
sustaining, but Source of Rev-
enue to City.
BY virtue of being elected president
0
ail the-board of- aldermen M. ()near
B. Starks • is. also a member of the
board of directors for Riveraick hos-
pital, the president of each public
plegislative body, Mayor Yeiscr and
two outside physieians composing ths
directorate.. No* that the new leg-
islative authorities hive all taken
their seats and elected their perch-
4
IMPORTANT N1)-11(1
We beg to inform the public of Padueali and' teiCnity that we have
opeoed a store at 
•
640 BROADWAY vrITH A FINE LINE OF
ifATC,HES. AND JEWELRY
Also a complete' line of Eye-Glassea and Spectacles-. We sell
Elgin or Waltham Watches, With 20 Aar Case( for Sto.00.
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGAINS
REPAIRING DEPARTMENT,
Repairing DepartInent
-We pride ourselves in this elepartmae.ut, ,which turns out our wor
promptness, BEST OF Wk KNIANSIAIKAknd at pri;.e* -whifat clef
competitions We make a specialty in repAing Fine French —tles
and EngliSh Hall Chime Clocks. Clocks called: for and deliverect
your request. We do Gold and Silver plating at short notice and s
prices. Diamonds reset while you wait. We. wilt take in exchange f
any purchase any OLD GOLD and Whidh you have no p
for, giving you fun market value for same, which i about the satrep
giving you New Goods for Old, Goods.
WATCH GLASSES FREE IN OUR OPENING, TO ALL WATCH
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THESE REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 DAYS ONLY
Watches cleaned And examined,.. ..75e up Watch Hands be
New Mainspring, best quality ......75C up Watch, Glasses 10C
New Case or Hairspring 75c up Watch Keys, 
New Jewels, lphole or cover ..... soc up.
•
Wes.are the Cheapest in Watch aisd Jewelry repairing in Paducah. Al
work guaranteed for one year. Highea' t price paid for Old Gold an
Silver.
A. POLLOCK
Watch Maker, Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
NEW PHONE 113-R 64o BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY.








: Greetings of the Season
We appreciate your patronage
Jeweler
made in the water rates, Mr. liturnett dents, it seems that the hospital
Vienna, Jan. 5.—Tire North Ger— said that ninety-five per cent of the boarOsoLadisase,t,ors, twaessisaaniWisssa.f •
man Lloyd and Ham-berg-American people sieemed well pleased while Preindeatt Starks, of the aldermen;
once in a while a scarce grumbler President McBroorre of the council,,
would turn up, as it was, through Mayor- Yeiser aard Drs. Jeff Robert-
force of baba that -he •ould not'. quit son and Frank BoW1, the tiro latter
being the physicians put on the board
when the institution (weld last aum•
trier. 'By virtue of Messrs. Starks
and MeBroom taking the places of
former Presidents George Ingram
and Dick Davis this does not mein
that any changes in the directors' offi-
oers will occur, as Mayor Yeiser is
president and Dr. Boyd secretary. •
_There 'has been awarded to Con-
tractor William Lockwood the wotic
of coni-tertinsi the hospital basement
into wards for the colored sick e'-
elusively, and he starts immediately
to perform the hulk. It will take Rev-
eral weeks to snake the new wards.
Isospitat is not only aelf-sostain
ing, but is a good source of revenue
for Ihr- municipality over and above
running. expenses. Last month from
private patients alone tihete was re-
ceived fiver Socx:i. and this is miic-ih in
excess of the expenses.
•
The superintendent continued. that
eight oast of tens people got their
raterreduced and they of course ware
satisfied, while nearly everyone of
-those Whose charges were raised read
ily understood how it was., with just
a little explanation. They were plain
Is' shown' where heretofore they were
charged entirely too ssnall a figure.
when compared to persona using
moch less water. and occupying much
smaller buildings.
ne* light and water commit-
tees of the council and aldermen -have
now been appointed by the presidents
arid serb-body will at once ar-
range for' ,A meeting with Superintend-
ent Btanett, of the company, to g
over the rate, k and see that the revis-
ion' is all right. 'Pk committee will
the* 'report -fia the full Legislative
boards and thereby give official pliblic
sanction to the changes made in the
new schedules
The senSefirmal hreaCk of- promise.
and seduitioir tune of Mists. Link Walk
pects to codknenoe inatallinig the es, bf Chieasto; va• D. A. Edwards;
equipment t'herein. They will ,fie very of Union City s Tenn,, was.enntinund











and thank you • • • •
To improve; and Preserve Your Beat
USE NADINEFACE POWDER
In Grs.en Boxes Only.
UPERIOR IN•QUALITY. H
LESS AS WATER.
Nadine Face Powder is comp,
d and purified b ya newly disco
rocess. Produces a beautiful
advet appearance; which remai
til washed off. Ladies Who us
dine Me Powder in green
are sure tge complestion will be
lid 'lovely at close of the eve
The quality is unequaled:
ne sn cent package and if
not entirely satisfied notify
e will promptly refund your I
Sold by leading druggists, or
Price tr. cents. White„ Flesh,
Rrue 
NATIMIAITTOILEr,cor,Paris
Sold in Padriali by ill Le
n4cf4eft451,1.: 41 61 41.1 4 5
XMAS IS GONE, BUT
Bleich's Jewelry Store
is still headquarters for anytOing
In the line.


































argest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction fioaranteed
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers  
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.
BOTH PHONES SALES ROOMS 6 207 2 3 SO UTH THIRD STREET
PORTANT STEP)p
ERMAN MILLER " GETTING
PURCHASING AGE1444,
MEASURE.
Everything Bought by Bid So
blic Will Get Benefit of Corn-
petive Prices.
tnan W. T. Miller yesterday
e was preparing to bring. in Ins
dinance for, the aldermanic and
anic Irards to adopt, estab-
a purchasing agent for this
and C'ereby stop the wholesale
g done by persons connected
each department, who then send
eir bills which have always been
ed with a flagrant promiscuity.
r, Miller wants 'the mayor and
dent of upper and lower board
ompose the purchasing body, and
verything used by the entire
be bought' them. Where
trial is , in. quantities suffi-
lly "large, be wants it bought by
let the selkr say what he will dis-
of his goods for, and the pin-
g board take propose's. Of
e Member Miller does not want
so close -fisted but what the
rif the departments can be per-
t* boy this little thing or that
in case of emergency, but Ite
some system that has never be-
existed in this city, where just
nd everybody .has been buying
hen sending in their bills.
Milller is on the tinance com-
e. and the first meeting held by
body after he went into the
thc others commence 'reading
names and amount of bills
ainst the city. Me. Miller
d this right quick and made
roduoe the bills, properly cer-
, for every arosurn tee
upon. The mayor and others
hem this had never been re-
before, such a' close scrutin.
n, but M. Millet wiII see that
one hereafter.
AM BITTEN
DOG WENT Otel RAMPAGE
WN ABOUT HARDIN.
ames Warren Brought Littbe
I Here to Have Madstons
Applied to Wounds.
r. James WArren of near 'Dexter,
arrived here last evening with
ink. 13 year-old girl tidal!, oh,
badly bit the day before by a
dug while tO little one was
ing four miles Eas• of Lfer(lin.
Mr. Warren hrought the -girl up
and got the mailstone of-% Mir.
nk Mentz which he placed to the
nds to draw the. poison -there-
he little girl had started front the
e near Hardin where she was
ting. trp the country road in corn-
y with another young person.
n a Scotch shephard dog oame
tig along, frothing at the month
1-ery• mid The animal leaped
ards the Warren chi' l, and sank
teeth ieto her lower limbs. The
tried to beat the brute off bet
kept biting and tearing the skin.
e other child attempted to knock it
ay but the mad canine continued
ting the little (net over its lower
s until the flesh was lacerated
d torn very badly.
he dog ran on down. the road
d was shot in the title by a farmer
th his gun, but this did not end its
stence. Finally it tackled the
ties of another farmer coming
ng -the highway, and sank its ,teeth
the throat of the animal, The
r' fortunately had in axe lying
the bed of his wagon and grabbing
me, leaped to the ground and there
th one well! directed ble:ta killed the
ild brute.
the little Warren girf was taken
nne and then brought bit Itere. She
d to be carried, her -ittibite's pre
nting her from walking, and she
her father are now at the Bust
'Irks hotel near the Union depot,
plying the
't he deputy eberiff who officiated at
'hanging 44 Mary Rogers, the Vet
riot husband murderer, save he is
Mg held tip to 'o* and ,perse-
Miens by the peOplie lerr doing his
ffieial duty. Hie family ie about ,to
tree; rritAvi4.• ,
SCHOOL REPORT
MAYOR YEISER SAYS THAT
NO HARM CAN BE
DONE.
Trustees Putting Up Fight Against
Proposed Amendment and Believe
They Will Win.
Mayor Yeiser yesterday stated that
he favored he second class charter
amendment that is to go before the
state legislature, compelling the
school boards of second class cities
to furnish monthly reports to the
municipal legislative authorities
showing how much money the
trustees spent during that month' and
their receipts; in fact a full financial
statement .of the schools. The mayor
bases his advocacy alone on the idea
that it would occasion no harm to
have the report made monthly.
.1.1sxeklisefore. have school boards
"of secondelass citâifren required to
make reopens of their expenditures
and rceipts to the legislative authori-
ties of' that city. The school trustees
and legislative boards of 'Lexington
are at "outs" and that city's legisla-
tive officials_ want ,.t.omeihe
trustees to report as to their finances
regularly. Of course the trustees
reftieed, and now when • there was
held at 'Lexington several weeks ago
the conference between representa-
tives of second class cities for pur-
pose of deciding what- amendments
they wanted she state legislature to
make to the governing charter, the
Lexington officials askedf..,she coof.er.
ence to sanction an arnen&rient com-
pelling the monthly school report.
Having no nfterest in the matter,
Mayor Yeiser and the others of the
Paducah delegation approved this
idea, in miler to get the stpport•of
Lexington and Are other cities' to
amendments that the Paducahans
waneed.
- Now the school boards. including
that of Paducah, and all other second
class cities, are laying protebing peti-
.fighting the proposed amendment,
which they think is 'unpreced
ented
and. uncalled for, and that all the
schools, of this clefts of_cities ehettild
not be held responsible -firr a pe
tty
fight existing between the trust
ees
end legislative boards. of Lexin
gton.
The trustees here state they are se
-
lect, d by the.: people. heve 
suprkitte
control of the schools, and do 
not
intend making any report, as it 
is
none of the business of the 
mayor
or legislative authorities what
 they
do with their money. The 
trustees
think they veal have very little tr
ouble




MRS WILLIAMS' HOME BEING
REBUILT AND FURNISHED
BY FRIENDS.
Fire Destroyed Same About Christ-
mas, 'but Chief Cortina and Others
• Are Looking After Things.
:te'''ttierrr an. • • .1 .
Chief James Coliine and other 'f
the police +wee are now perforining
a most noble deed which does 
pot
come within the required duty of
their official position. It is that of
raising fends toiltbuild the, home.„of
Mina William, near Fifth and Trim-
ble streets.
' About Chriettn.as fire destcoyed the
two-rporn house- and cone.,,,4'n of the
poor widow and 'hen. 101 I3-year-
old daughter. She has since been
cared for at the, Home of the Friend-
less, and now Chief Collins and velvets
lieve gotten lumber, nails and other
material donated them, whije what
(could not be "procured by 'gift was
!weight, and they are rebnildinig her
little home. Purrvishsligs are also, be-
ing siectisied for free and the. good
wykk is 'being helped by everybody.
Mrs. WilliamS iZ a most estimable
and good ivoman, who is just one'of
the unforthnatee, not endowed with
much of this world's goods. TIseslit-
tie home and content, were. ill the
iehe had on eareh. She is offered a
good home at the Home the
Friendly", butt prefer.* to be with lite
little girl in their 'biome, therefre 'the
chief and. others !ire seeing that it is
rebuilt. •
'e They 'have proct48 donations
eterve, carpets. fornitttre and every-
th' needled, and ,it unnecessary t o







Feet Deeded by Mrs. Mamie
to DuBois & Kolb Open
Passageway.
Yesterday morning the carpenters
and tinners commenced repair'ng that
end of the cusialo of the county
courthouse, that was damaged during
the strong blasts of wind several
mornings since when such a gale
prevailed. They will get it fixed in;
.a day or two.
Property Sold.
Property lying on Madison street
has been sold by Martha Bryant to '
Milas F. Bryant, for $s, and other
considerations, and the deed was
lodged for record yesterday with the
county clerk.
Land out in the county was ,sold
by Mark Smith to C. M. Ross for
'Mrs-. Mollie 'Cobb transferred to
DuBois & Kolb, for $1 and other
considerations, three and one half
feet of ground beside the Empire flat
building on 'Broadway near Seventh
street. As long as Mrs. Cobb owns
the property adjoining she is th have
the fret use -of the three and one-
balf feet as a public passageway for
herself.
W. F. Padgett -bought from Gip
Husbands for $15o, property on Kin-
caid street.
'Licensed to Marry.
The county 7Ierk yesterday issued
a wedding. license to Roble Synder,
aged 32 and Julia Ross, aged 30 of
this city.
DOFT LOSE AN OPPORTUNITY.
TO TRY OUR
2.00 SHOES








A 14-quart Granite Dish Pan
FREE
With one 45c can of Great Pacific
Baking Powder.
(These Pans will not be delivered
and onty one sold to a customer.
Spaghetti or Maccaronis
2 packages for 
Chunk Pineapple,
KILLED BY TRAIN-11.27er 
can.




Others of Crew Deserted Handcar
WIn'e He Met Death in Saving
Train From Wreck.
'iceterday Ate noon a section 'hand
named Joseph Wright was killed be-,..
tween Greenvilk and Central City by
the Illinois Central passenger train
wiilh reached this city at. 6:40 o'clock
last evening. The train is due her:
at 6:to o'clock, but, was delayed thir-
ty minutes oh account of the acci
dent.
Wright was employed upon the sec
ikon Riang working around Central
City and Greenville.. - There is a. big
.curve in the road between those cit-
ies and yesterday afternoon the sec-
tion nien were going along the track
upon their handcar whets they _heard
thy fall flying paase_nger train corning
around the bend behind them'. All
leaped foam and deserted the car ex-
cept Wright, who remained at 'his
poet of duty and was trying to get
the car off the track so as to prevent
wrecking the train. The handcars. are
very heavy and one man can 'hardly
handle same. but Wright had it about
'half way off the track when the en-
gine of the passenger struck it. The
Mow of the engine knocked the 'hand
car over with Weight under it. He
was nearly buried in the ground by
the weight of the affair nod blow:
The engineer quickly stopped., his
train and viln-n: the crew went back
fhey found Wright dead, every bone
in his body having been broken' by
the car falling on him. Hie remains
were picked up and wrapped .in a
sheet and brought to Central City.
The collision beroke the pilot of the
engine and title had to be chained up
until the engine got here for repairs.
Wright had not been. working around
there on tthe section but several
weeks and was a man of about thirty-
five years of age.
He dtservee great credit for stick-
ing to hie post, as. all the others( of
the neetionigerng deserted the 'hand-
car in efforts to save itheir. lives,
'While Wright went down to a hero's
llitailli ors trying to prevent the wreck
Of •tbe.. paseenger briino and probable
death and injury to the yaseengene, ..1
.The Swift Packing coltipart+Trf ebi
carer( ihas increased it, .iapital sick
P5.00ckeroo. This giv.es, The coin
i,a eetritalieation of $50,000,ono.
150
150
per lb  15e
Can Corn,
















Debating Club Held Interesting
Gathering Last Evening At Supt.
Lieb's Office. ,
President Harry F. Wlilliamson of
the school board, yesterday stated
that he was now working upon the
list of his committees, and would
have -tirEm finished by today or to-
morrow. They are the committees
for the hoard for this year, and their
se,ectio; is made necessary on ac-
count of• the, beginning of the new
year, as each January those serving
for the preceding year go out .of
existence.
Debate Last Night.
Last evening at the office of Stipt.
Lieb, in the high school building, the
members of the-Debating club (If the
high school held, a most interesting
session, during which time many
spoke upon the debatable proposi-
tions they .had before, them. This
club is prOving quite an excellent
factor in the education of the rising
generation, as the boys are develop-
ing into first class orators.•
Months Attendance..
Today Supt. Litt) has turned over
to him the reports from each room
lin the city, -midair can then aecer-
pain. averagW attendance since
Iheoholidays. He has- entered many
new pupils for the last half 'of this
term which cornmences shortly, while
i many more are expected to tome in.
No. 5302 Gets the Big Doll at
Harbour's Book Dept.
This ticket was held by Miss Lyda Iliff,1212 S.
Seventh street, and the doll has been presented to
her. Tickets No. 1632, 4089, 5262 and 7028 were
also drawn from the box and if you b d any of
these numbers bring them to us and you get a
pretty doll free.
DON GILBLRTO
at his Optical Parlors has a large display
of the
Victor Talking Machines




BEAUT. REMEMBER I AM THE FIRST MAN TO PI.
PRICES DOWN ON RECORD. MY PRICES ARE:
7-inch, 35c • 10-inch, 60c _ 12-inch, $1.00
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAND NEW FROM THE
FACTORY. MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCREASED SO
 RAP-
IDLY I HAVE HAD TO OPEN AN EXTRA PARLOR TO 
DIS-
PLAY THIS LINE.
I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPAI
R BROKEN VICTOR
MACHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOU
R TROUBLES WITH
YOUR MACHINES AND'! WILL G
IVE YOU ALL INFORMATION
HOW TO CLEAN AND FIX THFM.
 ALL INFORMATION
ABOUT OUR MACHINES GRATIS. lee
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME
 YOU DON'T BUN A
PIG IN A BAG—YOU HEAR EVERY 
ONE PLAYED AND IF
NOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T 
BUY.
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTM
ENT OF NEEDLEM—
THE 'VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND OTH
ER MAKES, WHICH I
FURNISH TO MY CUSTOMMERS, GIVI
NG THEM THE PROFITS
ON MY NEE•DLES.
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE 
PARLORS ARE OPEN
FROM t P. M. TO g P. M
urittmi
• The. Victor Talking Machine Man,
DON GILBERTO
606 S. Fourth St., Cor. Jackson, PADUC
AH, KY.
Royal Arch Masons.
There will he work in all the • 4c-
Rites at 4:30 p. m., Tuesday, Jan. gth,
ition
'Banquet at 6:30. Visitors cordially
invited.
1. 0. WALKER, H. P.
CHAS. H1OLLIDAY, Sec.
A Franke, the ea-sewer inspector
,
r ady to receive ordern for sanitary
plumbing work at his old. Ir. and, tog
Broadway.
WATt..11.2 NOTICE.
Patrons of the Water Company
are reminded that their water rent
expired Dec. 31st. Those who desire
to renew them should do so before it
is forgotten, as all premises not paid
for on or before January ioth,-will
be shut off.
,The prompt payment of water em
rents will save vexation and cost to .
the consumer, and unpleasant duties 
mooing wagon
p.nd annoyance to the company.-
OP'
-41
'Mrs. E. L. Whitesides, oestopat
h,





Room No. 5, Columbia Builaing.
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-haisd
5t,o\Pes o4r2c:
Stirqithrte.
Buy anything and sell everything
.





























It. ilorracks,•of Fonda, N. Y., while
stalking deer during the last hunting
seaman at the Little Falls of the upper
waters of the Sadeulagas near Lake
Pisa°, caught in a heavy 'downpour
of rain, was oblieed to seek sheltei
from the storm under the ledges of the
Little Falls. While sitting there kir
attention was attracted to what seemed
to be a round, ,brown boulder partty
covered with moss. Carelessly strik
lag it it gave forth a hollow sound. Iiie
curiosity being excited, he dug away
the earth with his hunting knife and
soon laid bare a symmetrically formed
- earthen jar.
The jar stands ten inches high. Al
Itsdargest circuenference it. measures





circumference of the top or mouth
!e jar is 24 inches. - ,......,
'heddeatiel ean . the inside' bears Signe
of 'use, but the outside shows no trace
of fire, as is usual in Indian jars. The
bottom is rounded. The ornamenta-
tion around the top is of the usual
style of the Mohawk pottery-that it%
a series of straight and diagonal lines
The jar still bears the moss that had
gathered on the rounded bottom that
was exposed above the earth.
The jar is a well preserved specimen
of Mohawk pottery, and is rare on ad
(tient of the shltpe of the top, which O.
eut in three curves, forming three
points, wleichrgive it es. triangular as
pearance. II 1
It is a' singular fart that the there
'largest specimens. of Indian / ' -1
, now in the valley were found ie. de
lake region of the fttothills of t .,
Adirondacka-the Richmond _ ... !
Hanson jar and the Horracks jar.
• The Horracks jar is in the possess,e:
of W. Max Reid for the present and is
an interesting study. It is not as large
as the Hanson jar, but to those inter
ested in the lite and affairs of the
• "original Americans' is of equal value
OLD-TIME RUSSIAN REPUBLIC




It is not generally known that the
revolutionists, bent on making Russia
a republic, are grounding their belief
that the Muscovites will accept title
form of government on the fact that
at one time 'there were a number of
republics In the present absolute em-
pire., Chief among them, says the Cou-
rier-Journal, was the republic of Nov-
gorod, embracing the immense ter:Vry
from the White sea and Dvina to the
Volga and the Sea of Peipus. Other
republics were the states of Pskoff,
Vjatka and others. They lost their in-
dependence at the end of the fifteenth
century to the grand duke of MOS,20W.
In these Russian republics of old
real republicanism obtained, according
to the propaganda literature of the
revolutionists, now Beat, rd broadcast
over Russia. The poorest citizen had
as much voice in the government as
the richest; absolute majority at the
polls decided all questions or interior
and foreign affairs. When an official
was accused of wrongdoing all the cit-
e., VII tin sat in judgment on him and de
-1/4-etotided by their votes whether he should
ihe retained or should lose his °Mei&
bead. The minority had to submit to
the majority in all things, and the
president or prinee, as be was called,
tl elected for several years, held office
only with the proviso that he could be
dismissed at a momemt's notice if he
misbehaved. Even the church author-
ities and the priests were elected, by
vote, and all'had to submit to
dictation from the polls.
WORRY OF LEARNED MEN.
-
The Electern Hypothesis a Source
of Much Concern to
Electriciatad.
' It npparently matters much to the
A professors what matter ie. Prof
e
- 1 - 7 Wind, of the University of Utrecht, ex-lir
' pounds, the eleetern theory, which matf.tt
I) , mean revolutions. It it pointed out
t h i that if bv progress of experiment and
0 IA ' theory the electern le-potheala In its;
ultimate form should continue to gain
ground, if it finally should prove un•• m , t
avoidable to accept the view that mat-
ter conalsts entirely of electrons, mast
i and montentum swould cease to be
if r J. what they now are in our ideas, quan
titles ktrictly invariable. The predi-
lection and confidencedwith which set
ence has for centuries aimed at a de-
scription of the physical universe in
terms on dd of matter and motion were
hailed chiefly, though half unconscious-
ty, on the idea of mass and momentum
• being invariable, images or pictures of
?avertable elements of reality itself.
This lien, says the Chicago Tribune,
funclniurntal to our wliole mechanical
conception of nature, would shrink into
an illusion in the light of the ne
'theory. A" great advantage would
that bhereas it now seem is almost
hopeless to involve elected-magnetic
phenomena in a description in terms
only of matter and motion, the unity
desired in our picture of the physical
world, would then be secured by putting
it In terms of electerns and Motion.
How She Came.
She had just arrived from a journey.
On the seat by her awl on the one. In
front had been two nice-looking men
with whom she would not have ob-
jected to conversing from sheer weari-
ness. But they had somehow failed
to avail themselves of their cspportuni-
ty to talk With it pretty girl.
"Did you ,come by easy stages" in-
quired ra friend.
Reealling the two silent fellow Toy-
ger*, she replied with a shrug:
"No, by slow coaches!"-N. Ol









1`);TOLD STORE CURE FOR FOOTBALL C ZE
Sijr:Ntie
01.1 LIFE ENDED IN
MYSTERY.
BY :!.. K. FRIEDMAN.
Sds
They warned hlin when he entered
*he hospital that the operation was
eterous, that there was but little
de of its success and that it must
•••,, done, so to say, at his own risk
But he heard the surgeons' verdict
without flinching, even without any
change of expression. Than he said,
curtly and deidedly, although indif-
ferently, like a man to whom life is a
matter of no consequence: "Very well
go ahead."
During the ;eeh he rested in the pri-
vate ward of the hospital before the
operation the doctors, and more par-
ticularly the eurses, found in him the
element of the 'mysterious that begin.
„Isicephteing our curiosity-and -ends by
fascinating it. He was in the prime of
life, evidently ctiltUred, relined' and
well-to-do; a :ew of the finest type,
oval feature(' 'srk and strikingly
handsome--sc Ii was apparent on
the sucface of Liaised But all stabile
attempts to pierce beneath that sur-
face and learn more about him he
thwarted with an inscrutable smile or
turned aside with a bored look, as if
his affairs were of no importance to
him and, therefore, could be of no
earthly interest to anybody else.
To aiiess-Idarcy, the pretty Canadian
nurse who cared for him, be seemed
the most remote, the most detached
person she had ever met in all her va-
ried professional experience. The more
she saw of hilt the more she wondered
why it was that life made no appeal to
him and had no charms for him. Be-
i 're long her wonder left her and a
egueeinexplicable pity for him usurp-
si its place.
He had no visitors and furthermore
he seemed to care about none, for he
rejected in his polite but peremptory
way all Miss Marcy's efforts to enter-
tain him.. He read nothing, not even
the newspapers, 'and lay perfectly still,
his big black eyes fastened on the bare
wall, the expression on his face fixed,
immovable and unvarying, as if his
mind were always considering the
sable thoughts and were held in bond-
age by them like a prisoner in the four
walls of his cell.
si The day after the operation, which
proded unsucceesfui, as the surgeons
feared, his vitality ebbed low. When
the night came the interne beckoned
Walk Riery Day' Will
Serve as an Antidote for
the Game.
Alexander Peck, a well-to-tip farm-
er, three. miles south of this city, be-
lieves he has solved the football craze
with his son. Mr. Peck, reports the
Indianapolis News, has a boy of foot-
ball age, who attends the high school
In this city, and has for two years.
When the football mania first in-
vaded this section he was much sought
after to join the Alexandria team, as
he was of athletic build and possessed
of heroic courage. The boy confided
his ambition to his father, who wapted
to know why he desired to join an or-
ganization that meant weekly injury
and possible frequent disfigurement
"I need the exercise," was the re-
joinder; "I don't get enough exercise
to enjoy my meals."
Peck,
41
pere, was equal to the emer-.Bench. Hereafter, my son," said he,
"Instead, of riding to school in the
m,orntrig on the traction line, and home
in the evening, you can walk. If that
,does not furnish you sufficient exercise,
can, find something else for you to
do in the mornings and evenings."
For almost two years, winter as well
as shmtrier, except on rainy days, the
boy has trudged uncomplainingly to
Alexandria, three miles away, and
home in the same way. The exercise
has been beneficial, but financially it
has been a losing game for his father
litr the boy's appetite has grown toe something phenomenal, as has his
growth in weight and strength, of itself
of far more value than money. Noth-
ing is ever said by the son of "lack of
exercise," and if he continues to hank-
er ether membership in the football
team, he is wise enough to keep it to
himself, fearing a nightly introduction
to a good-sized woodpile at home.
IMMENSE IRON MINES.
Those of Canada Bid Fair to Surpass
Any Others in the
World.
:Canada will yet furnish to the world
its iron supply. It will be pet the seem
with iron as with wheat. *decade from
now Canada will outstrip gllother coun-
tries in wheat growing. The production
of iron at a cheaper rate than lacan be
made elsewhere will eause - Canada to
take a similar position es as iron is
concerned. In ten years Canals, will
,pave become a • seat metallurgical wen-
You will see an iron industry inMiss Marcy into the hall and said tc
this dominion larger than in any otherher: "It I. doubtful whether or not
. country in the world." Thus rattla Dr.your patient can live until morning.
P. L. T. Hernelt. the Frence me; allurg-think you ought to tell him so."
teal expert, inventor of the electricShe reentered the room softly, waft-
smelting process nae;t•sl in his honor.ed a moment or two and then, making
sure that she had herself firmly in Pig iron, he says, is the hasis for struce. 
hand, started to break the mournful turai and other steel. "At erezent Can-
news to him as gently and indirectly ada spends $50.000,e00 to 160.000,000 in
as she could, but before she had fairly buying steel abroad. The idea ought to
begun he cut her short with a wave of be to make that steel in this country out
his hand and said: "I know." of Canadian material by the aid of
"There may be somebody whom you Canadian water power and Canadian la-
wish to have here," she suggested, ,bor. Think -of what it means! The re-
overawed. • tention in Canada of $60,000.000 now
His face, pale now as death itself, yearly spent abroad, the supplying of
looked reflective and he gave no the new demand for steel rails, stru• -al:l-
ower. Miss Marcy, thinking he had tural steel, and other classes of the proe-
forgotten it, repeated her remark. uct which have arisen in consequence
"No," he answered firmly, of the country's development, the profit-
"Do you wish to dictate a letter to able sale of your surplus products in for-
anybody?" she asked. - eign markets, and the creation in this
He hesitated a second, evidently pon- country of numerous other industries
'daring, and then answered as before: more or less dependent on iron and steel.
"No." In Sweden the quantity of ore is sufli•
She waited awhile, busying herself clef-if to sup-PTy tfie markets of the world
In making him as comfortable as she or 100 years. I should say Canada has
could under the forlorn circumstance's, three times as much."
and then she inquired meekly, as if
afraid of a refusal in advance: "Is
we.
THIRTY•.ELK IN INCLOSURE
there anything you want done."
71 would appreciate it," he said 
Cclorado Ranchers Come Upon
eagerly in a flash of returned vitality: Find That Is Rare 
and
"If you would brace me up against 
the pillows and let me smoke." 
Valuable.
She attended to his request, placing
his box of black, thick cigars on the
table beside him. He lit one and
puffed away as coolly as if he had un-
til all eternity to finish it, his big
black eyes fastened piercingly on the
nurse. In the semi-darkness of the
room his cigar and his flashing black
•eyec made three vivid lights-two of
them manaturally bright
Now and then he laid aside his cigar
and moved his lips es if Lowt to speak.
The nurse felt her heart beat quicker,
knowing if he spoke he would reveal
the mystery that enwrapped him and
disclose the secret that she dreaded
but none the less longed to hear. But
he frowned, wrinkling his high fore-
mad, and fell to smoking again.
Miss Marcy suddenly 'became aware
that an awful battle wals going on in
the dying man's heart, that-some great,
overwhelming desire corrimanded him
to speak and that a pride equally mas-
terful ordered him to keep his lips
sealed. This battle and the dread cir-
cumstances amid which it was being
fought awed her, toughed her with a
sense of the terrible, almost. of the
upernatural.
He threw away one half-smoked
cigar to light another and another, lift-
g them away from his lips as if to
his ominous confession, but the
struggle still continued, with the ad-
vantage in favor of pride, and he ut-
tered not a word, not a syllable.
The night crept on and on as if It
comprised all time, as if it were pur-
posely delaying its end for this man
to speak. The silence became unen-
durable, oppressive, terrifying, as if it
might break any moment, without
warning, into a peal that would shake
the foundation of the hospital.
His eyes burned brighter and bright-
er, consuming the fires of his life as
they burned; then suddenly, at the
apttoach of the dawn, they closed for-
ever, kis last cigar dropped from his
mouth, • an inscrutable smile Chted
across tin face as If to proplaim pride's
vides**, reed te passed away, tektite his
secret with hint. lehving his mykery
ansolved.--Cbieezo Dai!y News
a
The spectacle of 30 elk inside an in-
closure is something rarely seen in
this country, but nevertheless such a
'sight has been witnessed by several of
our ranchers recently, and within a
few miles of Pinedale, says the Deriver
Republican.
Mrs. M. J. Westfall has a school sec-
tion near the head of Willow creek,
which la entirely fenced, making an
Inclosure a mile square. This is well
up in the mountains, and recently the
gate was left open, which is near the
trait, with the result that the elk en-
tered. "Uncle.' George Smith and a
party of riders, who were out rounding
up their beef cattle, found it necessary
to ride into this pasture, and rode
right into the herd, which immediately
lied and followed the line of the fence,
making no attempt to gohhrough.
The riders were without weapons
and contented themselves with watch-
ing the bunch for Roma time, and then
proceeded on their way. Ordinarily an
elk will go through barbed wire fence
and scatter it for great distances, but
this bunch did not. Great damage is
often deem to the fences of rapchers
by these animals.
Johannesburg Court Finding.
Dismissed because he had married. a
Johannesburg bank clerk obtained
three months' eatery and 4165 for libel
contained in the letter of dismissal,
the court remarking that any agree-
ment in restraint of marriage was
void, Immoral and cciptrary to public
policy.
His Happiest Hour.
He-Do you remember the night I
asked you to marry me?
She-Yes, dear.
"For a whole hour we sat there, and
ton.
"Yes, sair," replied the Egyptian
barber, who was 'stout and swai thy.
He began to unbattowthe customer's
coat and waistcoat. -
"Hold oa! I asked for a shave," ex.
claimed the customer.
"I shave you, sair." said the bather,
and calmly proceeded to hang up the
wearing apparel.
Then he removed collar and tie, un-
buttoned the customer's shirt and
tuokod It down.
"What are you going to do?" de
mended tae customer, now a little
frightened. "Is this the way to give
a quIck shave?"
"I make you feel plenty of good,"
said the barber reassuringly.
Then he togan to et:*ep a razor Uhl
a jackknife with a large inlaid ebony
handle containing a fan and a stiletto.
"He's going to cut my throat,"
thought the customer. "I'd better keep
quiet and perhaps I can escape. This
Is a quick shave with a vengeance- I'll
lose my train, anyway."
It was one alleviation that the tee-
the was not loquacious.' He went Wee
his work seriously mil methodically.
He poured some drops of an arcerot.
lc tincture into a basin and carer, tly
washed the patient's chest. The i.est
thing was to investleate certain melee
and in one og two eases to pull out
hairs with a pair of tweezers and ap-
ply a dab of ointment.
Then taking a gilt shaving cup tn•
scribed with shorthand symbols of
Arabic he lathered the chest, Tiboul-
ders end lower back of the neck of the
customer and proceeded to shave with
the jackknife, which was fairly sharp.
"By the way, Is thia an operation
appendicitis?" asked the customer •.111a
mild sarcasm. "Perhcps you think I'm
an actor going to wear a low necked
toga it, the forum scene."
"I shave good Egyptian style," re-
plied the other serenely, and fetching
a silver basin with a semi-circular
opening to fit the neck he placed it un-
der the patient's chin and hooked up
a chain around the back.
- The effect in the mirror was of a de-
.-vice to feed infants. Its object, how-
ever, seemed to be to catch the super-
abundant thin lather that flowed in
streams from the upper lid and down
the aides of the face.
"Go ahead," spluttered the hapless
customer, noticing a clock In the mir-
ror. "You've only been at this quick
shave for 35 minutes. Do you generally
make appointments by letter?"
The face was shaved twice in the
space of 15 minutes, and the man In
the chair had hopes of escaping He
reckoned without knowledge, for the
Infants' basin continued to be yo)sed up
and the artist opened a box of surgical
tools.
One of these, a mirror and probe
combined, searched the secret places of
the ear and cleaned it out Another le
strument shaved the inside of the ear,
which was then scented and ano,ssed,
The Fame tool did a delicate job on the
eyebrows, removing two hairs In the
center.
"A dental surgeon, too," murmured
the almost resigned patient, to the
barber pried his mouth open, scraped
the brick of his teeth with a small steel
hoe and Inserting a roil of slippery elm
bark used it as a toothbrush.
The rights of privacy seemed much
exceeded when the patient's tongue
was seized by silver nippers and
scraped by another instrument.
"I fix your finger hail in your foot?"
asked the artist at this juncture.
"No, no; you've done epough to me."
exclaimed the customer. "Let the rest
of my body alone. I suppose if I'd
asked for a hair cut, instead of a quick
shave, you would have amputated my
leg and trepanned my skull."
"Egyptian barber; do everyting."
was the calm reply. "I graduate
school in Cairo."
The concluding operations Were as
orange flower scented face wash,
anointing. of various sorts, combins
of the'eyebrows. a dry shampoo of the
hair, with perfuming, anointing nett
combing, and a squirt of some fragran•
liquid into mouth and nostrils. Al
thtabrought the total time for a quiet
shave up to one hour and eight min
utes.
"What ii he damage?" said the cue
tomer as he was reclothing himself.
He felt himself in fact much fresh'
ened and exhilarated after so many
and varied attentions.
"Twenty-five cents." replied the
swarthy artist, naming a higher price
than be charged to compatriots.
• "Say, that's dirt cheap," exclaimed
the American. adding a ten-cent gratu-
ity. But you ought not to advertise
it as a quick shave, old man."
"The quirk Egytian shave," said the
barber.-Washington Post.
Servant's Long Servieo.
The following antruneernent ap-
pears in the Geneva papers: -M. and
Mme. Edouard Morfou regretfully an
flounce the death of their faithful eery-
'
! ant Mlle. Gabrielle Thoniasset. who
I has been in the service of our family
for the lust 76 years In succession."
1
 
The aged servant was 89 years old
at the time of her death.
not a word did you speak. eth! 'that
was the happiest hour of my life!"-
Echo de Paris.
—
His Point of View.
• Nurse-See, • Charlie. eke stork has
brought you a nice little brother!
Charlie-Yes, tbAi.s the way! Just
as rill getting on the world com-
petition begins.-Fliegende Matter. -
Church Saved from Sands.
The ancient church of St. Piran
(Cornwall], which was .recently dis-
covered in the sands at Permit, is
about to be restored. The church
stands near an ancient town of Corn-
wall, long *Ince Icact In the sands, and
is considered' to -he by far the ,oldest
In the country. d .
AN-EG-YPTIAN -.Telling Em Atiout ft.
• QUICli SHAVE. .ki"Cnsha..ripeaym, dveearr, " ymshacihd yaorruani tMhr.ast your
• Menet in sports is having a demotai- -
"Give me a quick shave," said a Mau Izing influence on.your grammar!"
Who had wandered into a strange- He looked at her apprehensively.
looking barber shop in lower Washing. "When the home team won that game
you said they fielded well."
"Did I?"'
"Yes. And of course what Ycit meant
Charley, dear, was that they felt well,
wasn't it?""
He looked about in utter helplessness
and murmured:
"Of eourse."-Washington Star. and
•
Beneficial Exerdie s. _
Clara-,I have not seen Mr. Nicefello
with you lately.
Maud-He is practicing et the boat
club.
"I did not know he cared forlowilli.".
"He doesn't, but he joined a crew, to
please me."
"TO please you?"
"Yes. 1 thought rowing would
strengthen his arms."-N. Y. Weekly.
Wind-Up.
He-Hello, old mu. I understand
that after graduating at Yale you
spent six years among the Geraaan
medical us Iveesitlea.
'Him-And two in London
'Re-Wail, well! I suppose you're
through with study now?
Him-No; I'm just beginning a
three weeks' course on operating II
troller can-Chicago Sun.
Sure Sign.
Gielle-Vdell, you'll be loling your little
girl soon. See her out often with young
Smithers.
Spinks-Oh, just a boy and girl
friendship. Won't come to anything.
Giffle-Don't fool yourself. They spend
all their time looking in the windows cd
ferniture stores.-Chicago Sun.
Satisfied.
"Did you read my tea el. Criticus?"
"Well. I read se Or as the chapter
where the hero wee shot, and then I
quit."
"Oh, but the hero recovers in the next
chapter."
"I was afraid he would. That's why
quit."-Cleveland Leader.
Still in the Land of the Living.
Terrence McGraw-01 saw Norali
O'Toole lasht wake %Yid a black band on
her ar-rum. Faith, an' Of didn't know
she had loeht her husband.
Pat McGinnis-Beeobs! an' it mush)
be some other relative, fer 191 poet wet
her not ea hour ago wid but eye In
mournin'."-Judge.
Exactly
'What, then?" asked the professor, "is
the exact difference between logic am%
sophistry?"
"Well," replied the bright student, 'It
you're engaged in a controversy It's just
the difference between your line of argu-
ment and the other fellow's."-Philre
delphia Free:,
. Done with Labor.
No, Dania doesn't work at all now."
"You don't say? Why. when I knew
him be seemed to be a young man with
considerable push."
"All that's changed wow. He's a
'Young man with considerable pull.' and
doesn't have to work."-Philadelphia
Press.
Desirable Airs.
Misr Rotnanz- You don't appear to
-ears much for music. Don't you even
like the popular airs?"
Mite liuntec-eNCe. -411e only ootmlai
air with me Is the millionaire "-Tit.
Bits
Above the Seeing Line.
He-Did you get a good view from the
top of the mountain?
She-No; we could see nothitfe at all




"Does your mother still'keep summet
boarders?"
'Well, she's got two that she ere she'll








'A Han of His Word,
Mrs. Kuteker-He used to say
would go through thick and thin
her.
Mrs. Bocker-Well, his excuses





Voice of the People.
"I hear that old Skinflint has got re.
"Has he? He must have run across a




He-I like her nose.
She-WILL etoSike44
"I know it. It's never in the way
when you kiss her.-Yonkers States-







Queen & Cresent R
"Florida "Limited"-Leaving
ville at 8 a, in, daily conne
Danville, Ky., with solid tea
Pullman sleepers and vest
coaches via Chattanooga and At
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:
m. and St. Augustine to a. m.
day, without <thane. Dining
serves a:I meals en route.
ye
Special"-Leaving L
ville 7:45 p. m., carries obst
sleeper daily except Sunday
ville to St. Augustine,
change via Chattanooga and
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:5
m. and St. Augustine at to
next day. From Danville
solid train of drawing room
composite car, observation
Dining car serves all meals e ,
Via the "Land of the Sky"
man sleeper leaves Louisville
p. m. daily, running throt
Knoxville, where connection
at 9:35 a. M. with through
to Jacksonville, via Asheville,
!amble and SaVannale arrivin
Jacksonville at 9 a. m.
Winter. Tourist
Good returning-, until May 3131,
new on sale at low rites.
Variable Tours
Going yea 1.%sheville• and "Lan
the %It and "Sapphire Court
aria returning via Atlanta and
tanooga or vice vrrsa.
For the "Land of the Sky,"
ter Homes," rather handsome
lust rated booklets, folders, rates
addrese any agent of- the Sot
Railway or C. H. Hungerfor
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B.
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W




The Illinois Central maintai
ble daily service, and Ilperat
beet of trains, with Dining Cars
(et-Library Cars, Chair Cars
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago,
Louis. Cincinnati and Lo
deals to New Orleans. The
re ad for reaching the Winter
1st resorts of the South, inclu
New Orleans, Vicksburg,
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond,
Mardi Gras at blew Orkans
zy, 'o6. GnHpart-11-w-latexic
coast resort having the new.
"Great Sonthern" Hotel. Re
ocean steamship sailing's from
Oilean• for Mexico, Central A
ca, Panama, West Indies and E
'Send or call for descriptive m
ia...egrard to the above.
Havana Via New Orleans.
Havana, Cnba, is beet rtarhe
the Illinois Central throttle?) s
to New Orleans and the new
liner, twin-screw, pirsetcen knot
8. 8. Prince Arthur
leaviag New Orleans every We
day at 4:on p. m. and arriving
Havana at stmeise Friday morn
Het Springs, Ark., Florida .
Daily Sleeping Car without 'eh
Chicago to Hot Syringe, with
nections at Memphis from Cinci
and Louisvilie.
- Through '‘Dixie Flyer" SleeP
Car Line St. Louis to Jackson
via Nashville, Chattanooga' and'
lanta.
Meiket. California.
Special Tosers of Mexico and
fornia via the Minnie Central
New Orleans wiper the auspicci
Raymond & Whitcomb, will le
Chicago Friday ,. Feb. 2nd. and F
23rd, for Mexico and California,
last to include a seop-over at Is
Orleans for She Mardi Gras. En
trips 'Made in special private ve
hule trains of finest Palimans, v
dining car service. Fascinating t
complete in every detail.
Illinois Central .Weekly Ex(
sions to California. Excureion 4
through to LAS Angeles and
Francisco as follows: Via New
leans' and the Southern Routes
'cry Friday. from Chicago; every 'I
day foom Cinc,innati and, Louise
via Omaha' and the Scenic Route
' el.!, Wednesday from Chicago.
Full Particulars concerning all
the above can be had of agents
the Illinois Central and connect
lints or by addressing eiblier of
undersigned. • •
Jos. Biggs, . D. P. A Cincinna
F. W. Haelow, D. P. A., Lc
ville:
John A. Scott, A. G. P. A.,
'phis. '
 ' _A.-EL_ BANSON, P. taT... M.
Chicago.




































































































uch interest has been shown
poblic in the coming, presenta-
"The Clansinan" at The Ken-
the date arranged for which
Oil next Friday that the man-
nt has deemed it necessary to
mail orders for this engage-
All such orders sent in will be
the order of their receipt.
clot, money orders, etc., should
de payable to manager of The
by. It is also imperative that
rdered by telephone be called
mptly as. the demand for seats
e far in excess of the seating
ty of the theatre. No telephone
taken until after to o'cloelt
y.
...._
cc Sale for "The Clansman."
advance sale for the perform-
f Thomas Dixon, Jr's. great
The 'Clansman" to be given at
ntucky on Friday next will 'be- ,
9 a. m. sharp Thursday.
g to the unusual and wide-
interest in this engageusent
het book their seats early will
disappointed, as many wild he
it until.the eleventh. hour,




Y ARE NOT FIRM
MEMBERS.
Miber & Marble Are Re-
A, Legal Councel to Go
to Louisville.
Charles H. Bush, of Hop-
Ky., arrived here yesterday
on buisiness connected with
es Grocery company ipvolun-
nkruptcy proctedina He en-
Lawyers Hendrick, Miller &
while here as counsel for the
I the Reeves Bros., andthenin
moor returned to his home
nsville. •
Bros. operated a big gro-
entral merchandise estab-
at Marfield, Ky., but two
go failed in business, and
TI assignment for benefit of
ditors. The brothers then
Princeton.
ays ago a number of
firms holding accounts
e Reeves Bros. filed a peti-
fore 'J'udge Walter Evans of
States court at Louisville,
he brothers and also theit
bankruptcy. The petition-
that the Mesdames Reeves
mbers of the grocery firm
led, therefore their property
ptible to liquidation of the
f the concern. The w
ives
hey were not members of the
d have engaged Judge Bus
h
lawyers. Th'e latfer has as-
with him the well known
firm that goes up to Louis-
xt Wednesday, at which time
se comes up before Judge
They will oppose the wives
arced into bankruptcy.
Bush is the special judge se-
rile months ago to try the
of Joseph Smith against
P. Smith and others,
the plaintiff has with-
the litigation, the ser-
the Hopkinsville jurist arc
r necessary in this instance.
red of the local bench re-
try the Smith matter and the
decided on Judge Bush, who
inent barrister and has set
I judge_ in many 'imixotant
tons.
it bsuit was to break the
late Captain J. R. Smith.
EATRICALS
Next Wednesday.
of light opera, musical
and refined vaudeville will be
to learn that the Countess












Judge Reed Too 'Weak to Again At-
tempt Anything Yesterday—Jury
Gave ts,000 Verdict.
Master 'Comtnissioner Cecil Reed
yesterday stated that he believed he
would nave completed by week after
next his report of the liabilities and
assets of the People's Home Pur-
chasing company. He finds htm-
drods of claims against the company,
hut not much in the asset line. The
volunns of bills coming in are causing
him much work, and the document
will be the longest master commis-
sioner's report, upon one case ever
filed in the local circuit court for
years. He and his stenographer are
putting in every pare moment work-
ing on the document.
Judge Still Sick.
The strenuous exertion of Thurs-
day rendered Judge Reed so weak
that yesterday he was ima.ble to be
on the bench being confined to his
bed. In his anxiety to get as much
work none Thursday as possible he
overworked himself an was very
feeble yesterday. He will probably
remain abed today also- and rest to-
morrow,. so as to be alright, if pos-
sible by Monday, which time he em-
panels the petit juries ad starts into
trial of the many cases•beforx him.
Sued On Note.
Yesterday there was filed in the
circuit court a suit of R. A. Hale
against James Lally and George
Nolte for Sloo, claimed due upon a
note defendants efaecuted to plaintiff
for that sum, and which note was
dated August aand, 1902, and made
payable in three months. T14 note
ava; given while defendants were en-




Judge Richard Lightfoot and Hon.
Hal S. Corbett have returned from
Wickliffe where they won their suit
of Lula Warlord against Dr. S. Ml
Dorris, by getting St,otao damages.
The -J1 ry returned the verdict yester-
day at noon,rafter- having the case
since the night before.
Miss. Warlord broke her right arm
above the wrist, and in setting same
De. Dorris did so in such a manner
that it was crooked when properly
kniued back together. Lawyers
Corbett and Lightfoot sued for $1o,-
000 against Dr Dorris for Miss War-
lord, and got the judgment for St,o0o.
Dr. Mil Stewart, Dr. Horace
Rivers of here and a number of other
physicians were there testifying in
behalf of the defendant.
reigning star on the Ameri-
*omen, to-the Kentucky on -W int_AgENT
ay, matinee and night, in
ttle Duchess," Anna lield'i
proddetion. This magnifi-
sieal comedy will. be pre-
ith all its original scenery,
nificent costumes, its beauty
all she elaborateness which
flied its previous presente-
d by a company thtt is most
and efficient. Supporting the
s von Hatzfeldt are several
own and popular peop!e---
Lett, Irving. Brooks, Gep. J.
Eugene O'Brien, Kitty Due- -'
 
J. M. Cochran, of Green-field,
line Cook and others who /Tenn., has taken the position of as:
sietant mail agent on the N. C. &
St. L. railroad between this city .and
Jackson: Tenn. The mail business on
trains going out if hcre is so heavy
that the regular agents cannot han-
dle them by' themselves, so theytare
given in assistant in person of Mir.
Cochran. He. heaves here in the
morning on the 7 o'clock outgoing
passenger and gets off at Jackson.
Tenn. Then in the evening he re-
turns here with the -incoming agent.
The following morning he goes out
n a aueress ever since it wa
esented to th threatreoins 
again and comes back that night. NU.
c -g _ockran lakes the place of Mr.
Oliver, v'ho was transferred to the




Yesterday Fireman Louis Feeny
left the Illinois Central railroad hos-
pltal for h;s residence here, after -hav-
ing remained in that inatitution for
mans weeks, as result of his middle
toe is mg amputated. He is gradual-
ly sitting well and will, shortly be
able to resume his position upon the
railroad. -
lie is a brother if Traveling En-
gineer F. J. Feeny and runs out of
Chicago. 'Six months ago he got his
foot injured in such a manner that
the toe had to be amputated. lie was
b.ought here for the amputation, in
the local hospital, hut will shortly
go back to his home in the Windy
City.
Regained Consciousness.
Yesterday Calvin Grayson, colored,
regained consciousness at the rail-
road hospital, and the doctors believe
it at he will get well. He is the sec-
tion hand struck by the train last
week at Millington. He was 'brought
here unconscious, with the side of
his face caved in. The doctors had.
to take much of the entailed bone out,
and, in doing so some. of Grayon's
brains !willed out. He has since the
opetati lain senseless, but yester-
day re hied his faculties.
•
J. M. COCHRAN TAKES PLACE
OUT OF HERE OVER N. C.
& ST. L.•
Fireman Louis Ferny Yesterday Left
the Railroad Hospital—Grayson
Regained Concsiousnesa.
I anti most favorably known
light opera stage. All these
have made enviable reputa-
themselves in the best of the
'cal comedies. At each per-
- the Countess, von Hatzfeldt
sin cial perfolmance of her
s a., a Kilter and ,At dancer,
,nnas an-d—dances ate the
at never fait ta please the
fastidious "The Little
s" is one of the brighttt
list of musical comesfita an.
phones 240 at residenc. Office hours
Dr .\.. B (iritfith 's
pecial Sale,, B. . 
•
7 to Et a. m.; 40 3 p. rn, 7 10 p.
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phone an at the office, bath
7. B. ha rrison,
CITY ATTOR)nrit•
Attorney-at-Law.
ROMS 13 and se Columbia Building
Old Phone sog.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)






Rooms so, is an 12, Columbia Bldg
PADUCAH, KY.
Cecil Reed
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, sae
. Nort hFifth, Both Phone 355.





Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 32.
Kentucky.
Office phone ass, Residence phone 474
. Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
Vegetated
Calomel.
NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI-
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST toe.
H.T.Rivers,M. D.
--071rICE' rie NORTH FIFTH"
TELEPHONES
Residence nil Office
— -- • = - -
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR,
LA WY E R- S
OFFICES: Penton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone srs. Old Phone 303.
H. T. liessig. M. D.
Residence.
kighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 270.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
130 NORTH FIFTH STREET
- 
Both Phones 333
Office hours 8 to so a. m., s to
13. m. and 7 to 9 1). m.
3





Rooms 5, 2 and 3 Register Build-
big, 523 I-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts ef the
state. Both &sone. es.
Dr. Sidney rnith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 3o6 Broadway. • •
DR. R. E. HEARNU
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO: ems_
PRINCESS AS A HOUSEWIFEI
She of Wa.les Knits Husband's Socks
and Sees That He Wears
Them.
Like her mother before- her, the
princess of Wales is a first rate house-
keeper,'and though she is a very busy
woman socially, there are but a few
things ina the management of her
household which she does not under.
stand and many which she personally
super!ntends.
The princess has no liking for sit
ting with idle hands, and she is never
without some sort of needlework. She
not only knits alio prince of Wales
socks, but sees that he wears them.
Once, for instance, when the prince,
after allong day's shooting, returned
home red, and wet, the princess was
having her tea and the spproonen
were all quite ready for theirs, but—
careful wife that she is—the princess
would not give her husband any until
he had changed his wet boots and
_stockings, and he. though laughing and
protiting, had to do her bidding.
The princess is an excellent mother,
and both she and the prince are very
anxious that their ehildhen should .be
brought up on the simplest lines toe
sible. When they are at York cottage
they have their little ones with them a
great deal, says Home Notes.
Formerly the hall was constantly
used by the small princes. One day,
however, a visitor fell over a hoop be-
longing to Prince Edward, and now
the children have a special play room
of their own.
SENSE OF THE TURTLE.
Reptile_ Possesses B,emarkable In-
stinct for Finding Kc:_t-
ing Ground.
--
During the Kammer months, ftons
May to August, the big sea turtle
lay their eggs in the beach. They%
•
c.ome possibly hundreds of miles, and
if undisturbed, will, land within a few
yards of the same place year after
year, says Forest and Stream. They
crawl up the beach in the night and
make their nest in the sand just above
high water mark. I have watched
them from behind a sandh111, but a few
feet away. Paducah,
They dig the hole with their hind
flippers, and after covering it over, 
first filling it with eggs, they will go
a few feet and make another place, I
always thought as a blind, for one
looks just like the other. They lay
each month usually during the high
tides of that month, beginning in May
and ending in August, from 90 to I1-
eggs.
During the summer I found and
brought into camp 2,755 eggs. I put
some In the sand near our camp and
In 27 days the top eggs hatched, the
rest in Qthree days- more. The little
turtles weuki dig out, raise their lit-
tle heads and sniff the air a moment,
then start for the river, 100 yards
away. It was always a mystery to me
hot a turtle could find the same place
on the shore. When a short distance
out at sea it all looks alike—just sandy
ridges, with scrub palmetto and coarse
grass.
HIGH LIFE IN TOMSK.
Siberian City That Comes Near to
Being Worth a Few Days
Sojourn.
Tomsk. Siberia, is not such a dread-
ful place. A traveler writes of it:
"After leaving the governor we paid a
visit to the shops of Tomsk In order to
complete our outfit. We were able to
buy apples newly arrived from the Cau-
casus, tea from China—only 400 miles
away, and brought by a sledge, or
droskr by ,the, overland tracte routes
first opened by Ater the Great—and
many kinds of goods from Germany,
such as kodak:, • photographic material
sad all kinds of up-to-date articlio.
"We also paid a visit to a barber,
who eould Cbmpare favorably with one
of the first-class barbers in the west
end of London, and Tras quite as dear,
charging us a shilling for a shave and
a haircut. I was in every way very fa-
vorably impressed by the town. With
a population of about .60,000, it is as
rich in churches and public buildings
as any English or American town with
five times the number, of inhabitants
"Moreover the Tomsk university is
an imposing building and contains two
faculties—those of medicine and law
This capital, in fact, takes the third
place. in educational importance In the
empire."
Bark of Sequoias.
California's giant trees, the sequoias,
thousands of years old, have been pre-
served to this day because of their
enormously thick bark. From time to
time, fn the ,course of ages, forest
fires have swept through the big tree
lands, destroying everything, ut only
soor;h:ng for a couple of incher depth
or so the almost fireproof bark. The
flames having carbonized that much of
the !'.ark, could not penetrate farther,
for the carbonized portion formed an
absolutely fireproof covering for the
remainder of the interior bark. '
lark If Degeneracy.
Mitchett — Young McSeedey, who
went through the foetune his parents
left him, was arrested to-day for isteal-
Ing a dollar.
Gauss—What degeneracy! His fath-
er never thought of taking less than a
million—Smart Bet.
Back in Chicago.- -
Dearborn—Mid slid you shake the
dust from your feet when you left New
York? •
Walgash—Well. I don't know that I
shook It from ..my feet exactly, but I
know I got rid of all the dust had, all




THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDM2 TO *MATCH
FOR THE sram. SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN IP-W-
AAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARL SELLING AT 6 CENTS Ps_
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY ic PER SINGLE EGLI,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIF'UL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, soc, IS, 20C
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLX COL.
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. .ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFE.711
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS.AND BUILDING AU DROOFING
PAPERS. ZALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES ANIT
BE dONVINLIED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
• LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
EDGAR :W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL ESTla'r ',... WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM SAE,
ISMITHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.
ir.Deil q w. warrrpmvua.r.. Pa.cis.sorh EL*_
Undertakers ‘cnd Embalmers,
231




We Write Anything in Insurance
Officee306 Broadway 'Prones:Office 385—Residence 1696'
Paducah
Steam Dye Wuirks
If you went ',Au clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line c1 samples for tints




Will practice ta all courts a Kea
HAYES
Free Delivery.— Telephone 756.
Having secured the services of Mr.
John Niehaus, he would be pleased
to meet his friends and old custom-
Trs,spromising them the quickest set







IS A GENERAL TONIC,
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
FECT HEALTH.













Take a Bile Capsule every 30 dityd,
and make it perform its functions
A torpid liver throws the whole
system out of gear. Avoid this dis-
arrangement of the functional organs
and you will be healthy. One Bile






Saturday Morning, Jan. 6, 'sloe.
ABOUITHE PEOPLE
Mi. John V. Hardy has- returned
front a trip through Illinois.
MIT. Joseph Rothschild is here from
St. Louis for several daYs.
Mrs. George Alexander and chil-
dren have returned from visiting in
Paris, Tenn.
Dr. Phil Stewart has returned
Wickliffe where he was summoned
as cxpegt witness in the danstge „sit
There gets away oiday for the Ten-of Lula Warford vs. Dr. R. M. ,
•e ssee river the steamer Kentucky.for alleged malpractice. .
MrS. W. K. Doph and son Howard, :The comes back again next Thursday
of St. Louis. will today return home night.
afte'r Visiti,pg the formers mother,
Mr-s7 S. R. nleGinnis, of Broadway
near Severti.
PERSONALS.
Mr. Howard Hest-rick, advance man
for "The Clansman," 'was in, the city
yesterday.
Mr. Jerry M.. Porter, of Chilton.
Ky., arrived here yesterday . naorning.
'Commonwealth Attorney John G.
Lovett, of Benton, wat here yester- The Bottorff leaves Nashville to-day,
Mr. R:F.,Tisdale artived yesterday
from Union City, Term.
ss inross-
1
 Mrs. -i:siie Streit, of . Evansvillis,
Ind., has returned home after visit-
ing her sistor,,Mirs. Albert Senser.
Mr. j. R. Browne, of Fort Worth,
Texas, yesterday went to Calloway
cOunly aftio visiting his- brother.
Caps ,james Browne, the newspaper
man. ,
Lawyer Charles Grassham has re-
turned from Wickliffe. .
' - tIrs.--itrank Rodfus, is visiting Mrs.
Earl Patier, of Cairo, Ill. .
s Harry croter has returned from
visiting Mos Gladys , Phillips, of
Cairo. • -
:First Liest. Wm. Reed, of the; U.
S. army rec uiting libureau at Evans-
ville, returto d thve yester
visiting Serssant Noyes,
charge of tit: local bureau. Wm. W.
Curl, of New Albany, Ind., enlisted
here, and was sent to Jeffersun Bar-
racks; Mo., for service.
•Itr. W. P. Denny, of Simmesport,
La., returned home yesterday 'after
visiting relatives here.
'Miss Emily Upton, of New Or-
leans, is visit;Ig Mrs. Dr. D. G. Mur-
rell, bf Bros- soy.
' Mrs. Josep: --;e1C1 and Little Miss
Virginia Gte.,. . of Lexington, Ky.,
returned home this morning after
oisiting Rev. and Mrs. D. W. Bass,
of Ninth and Cleirk streets. .
'Colonel Victor Van de Male re-
turned yesterday afternoon from Me-
tropolis where he went on business.
This is his first trip out since his
Texas sojourn, but next week he re-
sumes the road constant'y.
- Mr. Pete Burnett yesterday Morn-
ing returned from a trip to Louis-
ville. 46,
Pilot Edward Beard will today re-
turn to his boat, Shiloh, in the upper
•Tiomessee river, after spending the
holidays here with his parents, on
North Third street:




. The Joe Forier went to Evansville
yesterday and comes back tomorrow
to !ay until to Aloes Monday be-
fore skipping away on her return
trip.
The John S. 'Hopkins will tome in
today front Evansville and leave im-
mediately on her return that., way.
She then does not come_ back any
more until Tuesday.
day, gets here tomorrow °and leaves
nhanday for Clarksville.
This morning at 8 o'clock the
steamer Dick Fowler gets oat for
Cairo and coming back tonight, lays
until Monday before again departing
for that city.
The Peters Lee gets here tumor-
rosi bothid in iteallemphis to Cin-
cinnati. . r
. Tomorrow the Rees Lee reaches
Mb., is visiting his cousin, Mrs. El. here en route skotrrtt Ca cinnati to
Wgnfree, of Broadway. Memphis.
'Mir. E. Rehkopf returned yestterday. - Pilot Boyce Berryman, of this city,
morning from a flying trip to Mem- has been invited by President. Thos.
phis. . ° Roullhae, of Chattanooga, Tenn. to
Attorney L. K. Taylor and* 'son go to Washington, D: C., janUaiy
Turney will return tomorrow from 15th with the Tennessee River Im-
a trip to DellasoTexas.
'Mrs. Henry Rehkettif arid child', 
offprovement Association committee to
lay before congres.s wbaot,Sthat asso;
Memphis. Tenn., have returned horne!ciation wants for iffinrovernent of
after visiting the family of Mr. E. 'the Tennessee. Mr. Berryman may
Relskopf,  of sWaahingtor._ street. . go, but has not yet decided.
-*-1 -Os•AlIFIS C. 'H. Sherrill, 'yesterday re- ,‘ There arrived from the Tennesseeturned from Union City, Tenn. . .
Mir. Charles E. Jennings yesterday 
river yesterday with a tow of tiess
t& tow boa rsligggessi.
%A ent to Terre Haute, Ind., on busii
There is due from the Cumberlandis -
liver the towboat Charles Turner.
from visiting in Memphis. .
Mrs. C. Conner yesterday returned i
General Sales Agent Charles Row.
'Sheriff David Reeves of Bentin, 
mer, of the coal combine, is here
returned home yesterday. frhm Louist:Ile.
Mr. Artie Hale and wife of Mur- 1 The towboat Barret.comes here In
ray yest
. • •
erday retitrued home after a few days to go ifto winter guar-
visiting the -latter's mother, Mrs. L. Ittrs•
..
' . 
Superintendent A. J. Powell, of theB., Dunce ii.
Barrett line intermits at Cairo, wasMiss Laura-- Luttrell -has returned
'from visiting in Cadiz, Ky. here yesterday enronte to Louisville.
Miss Brooke Smith and . Foy I The Hoomer got away yesterday for
Pendity last evening ,rettuned, to !White river after ties.
Nashville to resume their studies in The Fred Harty/est paOised down
seminary, after spending the thesOhio river yesterday with a tow.yffrw. 
tays here .
LW.' Leslie Ray of Birdsvitlo..Ky..
yesterday-went home after visiting
his sister, Mis( Alice Ray, who is ill
at -Rivf rside hospital.. ,
li
Ms
Lillian Gository and Franck
Walla c this mortiing returned td
their .selinnl 21 Wa5Iiingften. I), CI
afer ipending the hillidAys here with
their parents.
Mr. Z. T. Conner, the Murray to-
bacconist. has gone to Dallas, Texas.
to start a big factory there. His
family" accompanied him. •
Mr. W. B. Ross and family, of
Chcynne, Wyoming. left yesterday (or
their home after visiting the former's
brother, 'Attovrey J. S. ,Ross, of Clay
street.
'-'\
City Solicitor James Campbell left A\XLES BROKE.
this ,morning for Louisville to 'be
present at the East Tennessee tele_ Street Csr Axle Broke and Trouble
hone - company injunction suit Car Repeated Performance
‘'list tlifi city of Paducah.
H. gan. of the Illinois Last eve,ning,about 8 o'clock the.s.t.4,. E 
,axle of street car No. 61 broke whilep . arrived here last evening, , the car was near the Union depot onAible. c '. .
Caldwell street. This disabled the
en I
dell . Loving itefurned last
world', hottitiville, where .1 
I ca!' •:is it coulel not run and the'
"trouble cat N. 32" was sera outIt In terthae;iniias. the past t
'after 'her, to take tile: wrecked car to
sfellk,. ,s,prived, - from the station for -repairs. After getting
She had jiletle , ,v, visit his I No. 61 on its way the axlettf -the
Du the seat by hget
front had been ter& sorrav vkit-
with whom she woulo - 
iected to conversing frogs-'s ighter,
ness. But they had so
i to avail themselves of the, 
rom
ty to talk with a pretty girl. -\e"
"Did you come by easy sta
4ulred a friend.
1 Iteratting the two silent fallow ,4
.11101.13 Bras.
agers, she replied with a shrug: ,
"No, by slow sossbegoosoa. o, a. M 
Tarnbaker and M-.- Fran
'3 ' -Ttetnottdt. ' - - ' ' stinCe. Illidir t8 slid .16 4 ;irs se.
*lied from' Cairo rind
' iin - Wickliffo'Ky... Wtd









Mt. Carmel, 12.8: rising.
Nashville, 13.8; rising.
Pitteburg, 132; falling.









lc ear broke also several him--
feet from where the other he-
sahled. Another car was
;sent for and Areilly No. 32 was right
tel and 'tilt to the ahotse also.
Fine lettuce for sale; tends"', crisp









FRIDAY NIGHT, JANUARY 129 '06
• "A PLAY EVERY SOUTHERNER SHOULD SEE"
11[ CLANSMAN"
By THOMAS DIXON, JR.
From His Two Famous Neves, "THE CLANSMAN" and
THE LEOPARD'S SPOTS."
A Thrilling Star); of the KU KLUX KLAN.
Stupendous Dramatic Spectacle
Special Metropolitan Cast-5o Peopls—A Small Army of Supermuneries
—Beautiful Scenic Effects and Several Horses,
PRICES: ENTIRE ORCHESTRA 
FIRST FIVE ROWS BALCONY  
 *1.50
BALANCE OF BALCONY 
ENTIRE GALLERY 75e 50e
Free List Entirely Suspended
- SEATS ON SALE THURSDAY 9 A. M.
DIRECTION SOUTHERN AMUSEMENT COMPANY
GEORGE H. BRENNAN, Manager.
LOCAL *NEWS
—Rev. J. W. Le:Prance, the Martin,
Tenn:, Methodist minister, well
known Isere, is dead.
—Mr. and Mrs. Dan Willis. of
1035 North Twelfth .street, have a
new girl at their house.
—Tile. total receipts for the local
postoffice during 1905 were $52,o17.51,
while the year previous they were
$47499-61. •
—Lawyer J. S. Ross and wife are
the parents of a new boy baby that
arrived last evening at their home on
Clay street sear Tighth.
—The Philharmonic orchestra is
preparing to go to Mayfield soon and
give a big_ concert, under the dims:-
tion of Professor -Harry Gilbert)
—la the future the Carnegie library
will not be closed all of Sunetay,.but
just 'Sabbath,. evenings. It will con-
tinue. open during the afternoon the
same as 'heretofore.
—Manager Win. Kohnk, of "The
Isle of Bong Bong," died --iuddenly
on the stage at Hannibal. Mo., of
heart trouble. He was here with
that troupe recently.
'—Judge Ed Crossland and Mr.
y'trt Brand 'had a fight in the May-
fiekI court 'house over what new chair
man should be elected for the county
democratic comnfittet of Gravies.
Brand struck Crossland twice, when
friends stopped ,the racket.
—Yesterday was a rather pleasant
day in all relpects. The skies most
all day were ekar and the tempera-.
ture delightfully bracing: Lastinight
was not so cold though the tempera-
ture fell several degress. The prom-
ise for .today is another ...clear. -and
calm day with no decided change in
the temperature.
—Me. C. H. Harris. of Union City
Tenn., is here with the seven fine
race horses of Mr. Vernon Blow, the
/rig stave man of Louisville, who is
also its the city. It is said the sports.
men arc dickering to start a big race,
track. here, but nothing definite thas
been done. It is also said Mr. Blow




EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT







Milton and Sargent Aborn
Present




COUNTESS OLGA .VON MATZ-
FELDT.
Reginald •17. Ko yen' s music, with in-
terpolations . "Harry B. Smith's
book, revised and sejuvenated, Anna
Field's production, elaborated.
Complete with Feminine Beauty,
Catchy Music, Spectacular Cos-
tumes and Scenic Splendor-.
GREAT COMEDY CAST AND BIG
BEAUTY CHORUS.
A Combination of mirth, music, beau-
ty and a gorgeous fashion show
of stunning Parisian Gowns.
PRICES:
Matinee—First 12 rows orchestra. Si.





Ntght Prices: 25,35, so, 75, and $: .00.










Superior Facilities for Office .
Handling- Freight, Machinery 2rId and. Ai t),
And Household Goods. Both 'Phon
P.O. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Weil de
FIRE INSURANCE











For Vaults, Mbnuments and 0 enieral Cemetery Work U
GREEN RIVER STO
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EX k „7
URE AND THEN RETAINS I'lli WHITENESS; does no t 11
come dark and discolored. kthrot








John S. Porteous Marble, Granite I Stone
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIMBLEsST., PADUCAH, KY.
01$11[01-1)0elleS-[111
THE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS. THEY SAVE GAS BI
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON DISPLAY AT OUR S
ROOMS. •
PORCELA. ENAMEL CLEANStie, IS A WONDER. \.
Fancy Ekvida Qranges, per doz.
en
Fancy Bananas, per dozenN. 
Extra Fancy Lemons, per dozen. .15
Pkages Oriole Raisins for. ... -25
Saratoga Flakes, par pkg 12Y)
4 cans 'Standard Corn fee
4 tbs. Fresh Soda Cracker* for .. 25
Fancy California Table Peaches
per can • -
— Fresh Cocoannts
POPULAR WANTS
WANTED—Fifty girls. Apply at
factory on Caldwell Street, Paducah




tentlent, collectors and agents, steady
work and good pay to hustlers; open
from 8 a. in. to 830 p. m. F. R.
Boo, Supt. Campbell building.
WANTED—For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and '35; citizens of the
United States, of good ciharacter and
temperate habits, who an speak, read
and write English.. For koiformation
apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond house, Padtica_h. Ky.
'FOR RENT --A five-room cottage,
1162 Broadway, and a five-room cot-
tage, 709 Clay street. Both modern
in every way. Apply to C. E. Jen-
nings, Fraternity building.
FOR R —Six-room - cottage,
No. 1623 adway. Apply at Reg-
ilifer office-
 5.
FOR RENT -"The Inn" property
on North Seventh between Madison
and Monroe 'Apply Dr T. G. Brooks
FOR RENT--Five-room cottage,
modern improvements; bath, electric
lights. tit to36 Madison- P11-4,e-t. Ap:
ply to Dr. P. IT. Stewart.
New Dill Pickelsoper gallon 
The 'Famous Reindeer Green
d D. Hanna
STEAM FITTING. PLUMBING.











107 sours FOURTH STREET Cars
Kase°,




FINE OLD WIN ER AND WHISE1211. incla
Everything seasonable in the eatable line serield to order.
fine noonday lunch for 25 cent..
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditip• , Adjusting, Opening
or Closing : • oks. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D.-SMITH,








`i THE GLOBE BANK Sz, TRUST
'
Beans, per can to
Fancy Sweet Potatoes, per pic  to
Our Famous White Dove Flour






Will bring pleasure to your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store Come in
and hear them Then you'll
Want one. Big selection': of
records
Warren & Warren
1=dwaY 1Subscribe For Regist
Of Padur-sth, Kentuclqq.
Capital and Surplus $1/55,000,1
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V.
• 
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. P
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in
proof vault for rent at $3 to per year as to sise. You carry poor
key and no one but yourself has access.
+++++++4444+44eleleleteletelisleteletee
J;; E. COULSON,
1. P LO DING...
Steam and hot Water Heating
Phone 133. 52D Broadway.
stelettet,4•4-4ePeel++++4.leeetele..44-1-tee+++
cans.
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